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A showcase of work that exists outside the traditional 
festival paradigm, Film Maudit 2.0 features narratives 
and non-narratives that in style or subject matter are 
deliberately bold, extreme, confrontational, or unusual, 
addressing socio-political issues and taboo subject 
matter, while also challenging conventional artistic 
assumptions and sexual mores.

Film Maudit 2.0’s unique blend of outré films, encom-
passing genre, experimental, animated and documentary 
works, is inspired by French avant-garde writer, artist, 
and filmmaker Jean Cocteau’s Festival du Film Maudit 
(literally “cursed films”), presented only once in 1949 to 
celebrate a group of films that were sadly overlooked 
and neglected in his time.

This year’s third edition is our biggest ever, encompass-
ing both physical & virtual events, including 16 feature 
films, 10 shorts programs and our yearly Behold! Queer 
Film + Performance Series. Though hailing from over 
25 countries worldwide in a range of different subjects 
and styles, there is a connecting spirit to all of the outré  
works in Film Maudit 2.0, each selected to engage a 
different facet of the cinematic imagination. 

This year we wanted to acknowledge the dual power of 
both the theatrical experience and the streaming land-
scape for independent filmmakers. We’re excited about 
bringing local audiences back to Highways Performance 
Space & Gallery in a safe, Covid-compliant manner (all 
screenings are vaccination & mask only) to experience 
the richness of the theatrical filmgoing experience while 
also giving a platform to films that typically would not 
screen locally in such a context. At the same time, we’re 
equally excited about making most of the films accessi-
ble to a wider national and international audience in an 
online setting (as we did last year).

We feel this hybrid format is the exciting future of the 
festival-going experience, breaking down an exclusivity 
of access, while at the same time allowing the participa-
tion and conversation of filmmakers across time-zones 
who wouldn’t have the ability to travel.

So join us on this two-lane - virtual and physical - rebel 
highway of radical “cinema-sations” that are guaranteed 
to not just entertain, but to challenge the mind and shock 
the senses!

Jean Cocteau

Deep Learning Death · Thorsten Fleisch · 2021 · Germany/France

Divide & Conquer · Mercedes The Muse · 2021 · USA
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SHORTS: Program A - ‘Future Present, Future Past’
FEATURE: HOTEL POSEIDON

SHORTS: Program B - ‘Truth, Abstracted’
FEATURE: DIRECTAMENTE PARA VIDEO

SHORTS: Program C - ‘Life is Weird’
MUSIC PERFORMANCE: Violent Vickie
FEATURE: DIVIDE & CONQUER

SHORTS: Program G - ‘Childs Play’

SHORTS: Program D - ‘Treasure Cove of Animations’

SHORTS: Program H - ‘In The Depths’
MIDNIGHT IN A PERFECT WORLD

SHORTS: Program E - ‘Routine Explosion’

SHORTS: Program F - ‘Poetic Pictorialism’ 
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SATURDAY, JAN. 15

SUNDAY, JAN. 16

HYBRID · Dir. Steven Lapcevic · 2021 · USA

Directamente Para Video · Dir. Emilio Silva Torres · 2021
· Uruguay

Lucky Feet 2000 · Dir. Mary Dauterman · 2020 · USA

Face Recognition · Dir. Martinus Klemet · 2021 · Estonia

The Cost of Living · Dir. Alice Trueman · 2021 · UK
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FEATURE: TRANS
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FEATURE: JACINTO

FEATURE: POST MORTEM
Duderella scores The Monster
(part of Freak of the Dispossessed music series) 
FEATURE: FASCISM ON A THREAD

FEATURE: 2551.01
SHORTS: Program I - ‘Horrific Tears of Laughter’
FEATURE: MASKING THRESHOLD 
SHORTS: Program J 

Screening of Short Film Jury Award Winners
Music Performance (streaming): Bucktooth Cadavers
(part of Freak of the Dispossessed music series) 
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- ‘Absolutely, No-Question About it NSFW’
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Alien On Stage • Dirs. Danielle Kummer, Lucy Harvey  
• 2021 • UK 

Fascism on a Thread • Dir. Naomi Holwill · 2019 • USA

2551.01 • Dir. Norbert Pfaffenbichler • 2021 • Austria

Laugh, Clown, Laugh • Dir. Herbert Brenon • 1928 • USA 

Hey, It’s Me • The Sposatos • 2020 • USA Are Crema • Núria Gascón Bartomeu • 2020 • Spain
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2551.01

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Norbert Pfaffenbichler
David Ionescu, Stefan Erber
2021
1hr 4min
Austria
No Dialogue
Experimental Post-Apocalyptic Mixed Media Horror

One-hundred years lie between Charlie Chaplin’s first 
feature-length film, The Kid (1920), and director Norbert 
Pfaffenbichler’s very loose interpretation of it. Like The 
Kid, this too is a story from the realm of the “lumpenprole-
tariat,” a tragicomic moral tale of an abandoned child and 
police brutality, a toxic genre blend he calls a “dystopic 
slapstick film.” In 2551.01, a lot more than one mask of 
madness can be seen. The false clown, sod, and nightmare 
visages, which the amateur ensemble wears, define this 
low-budget grotesque, which is set in the passageways of a 
sewer system, bunkers, and dark cellars, without windows, 
without daylight, without escape. 
Norbert Pfaffenbichler (b. 1967, Austria)  is an artist and 
curator with a passion for the “daemonic screen”: he 
has shaped two of his short films from Chaplin material, 
devoted a film to the silent film quick-change artist Lon 
Chaney, and called his 2013 Boris Karloff tribute A Masque 
of Madness. He is a founding member of VIDOK and lanolin.  
www.norbertpfaffenbichler.com

Joe was an internet sex worker with a strange tentacle-like growth 
on his chest. His wife was abroad having an unusual plastic surgery 
procedure. An encounter with a healer, an exotic parasitic plant, 
and a pair of menacing twins took him down a path he could never 
have seen coming.

Iosu Vakerizzo is a filmmaker and musician from the Basque 
Country. He studied film directing in the UK where he lived for many 
years. He currently lives and works in Norway. 
www.lifeinthexxicentury.com / FB: @LifeintheXXICetury
IG: @i.vakerizzoLife in the XXI Century

2021 • Dir. Iosu Vakerizzo • Norway • 42:00
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ALIEN ON STAGE 

WRITERS/DIRECTORS:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Danielle Kummer, Lucy Harvey
Paranoid Dramatics Amateur Group
2021
1hr 26min 
UK
English
Documentary

A candidly amateur dramatics group, led by local bus 
drivers in Dorset, England, spends a year creating an 
ambitious stage adaptation of Ridley Scott’s Alien. Their 
village-hall show is a crushing flop; but in a surprise twist, 
they are invited to perform at a London West End theater. 
With wobbly sets, awkward acting, and special effects re-
quiring “more luck than judgement,” what could go wrong?
Since its world premiere at SXSW, Alien on Stage has been 
charming audiences at film festivals across the world with 
its inspiring blend of DIY ingenuity, theatrical fearlessness, 
and human comedy.

Danielle Kummer is a director, producer, and editor from 
London. She studies film and media at the University 
of Cape Town, South Africa. This is her first feature 
documentary.

Lucy Harvey spent 17 years working as a stylist in 
London and as lecturer in Art Design and Visual Culture at 
Nottingham School of Art and Bucks New University. This 
is her first feature documentary. 

A behind-the-scenes look at the Fundació Èpica de La Fura dels Baus 
and the processes involved in creating their Informació vs. Memoria 
workshop. Scientists, artists, chefs, philosophers, and residents 
of the Manresà district of Badalona, home to the collective’s 
headquarters, took part in the workshop which was intended to test 
new hypotheses and technologies and consider how art and science 
can help us meet the new challenges of the information age.
www.bdncom.cat
Joan Clusella - Twitter: @LordEndurance
David González - Twitter: @davidGGONZALEZÈpica. El Llegat de La Fura dels Baus 

2021 • Dirs: Joan Clusella & David González • Spain • 61:00

“One of the funniest documentaries in years”
—INDIEWIRE



DIRECTAMENTE PARA VIDEO (STRAIGHT TO VHS) 

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:

Emilio Silva Torres
Alfonso Tort, Roxana Blanco (voice), 
2021
1hr 16min 
Uruguay, Argentina
Spanish

An exploration of the enigmatic Uruguayan film director 
through his peculiar and only known film. In 1989, Man-
uel Lamas shot and released on VHS a mockumentary 
entitled “A Young Journalist’s Act of Violence.” A cult 
work of Uruguayan cinema, it has been the subject of 
exotic theories about its creator, about whom nothing is 
known. Emilio Silva Torres set out to solve the mystery 
that exists about Lamas and his work, delving into a 
world of fanatics, dark myths, and lost VHS cassettes. 
Can he disentangle a web that weaves together reality 
and fiction?
Emilio Silva Torres was born in Montevideo in 1988. 
He studied cinematography at the Dodecá school in 
2005 and Audiovisual Production at the BIOS Institute 
in 2010. Parallel to his audiovisual training, he pursued 
studies in non-formal education and working with 
children and adolescents in a recreational setting. This 
is his feature debut.

Strange things are afoot in Hastings, Nebraska.

Dan Schneidkraut is a writer/director/editor known for his 
experimental narrative work (Seeking Wellness, Invincible Force) 
which has been called “sublime yet terrifying” (Filmstock) and 
“stunningly depraved” (Melbourne Underground). It has been seen 
at Anthology Film Archives, the Walker Art Center, MoMA, Ann 
Arbor Film Festival, True/False Film Festival, Fantasia, Fantastic 
Fest, Athens International Film & Video, Filmstock International, 
Revelation Perth, Antimatter [Media Art], Grand Illusion Cinema, 
and Trylon Microcinema. 
www.dansproductions.com / IG: sepulchral_voice

The Truth About Hastings
2021 · Dir. Dan Schneidkraut · USA · 9:33

Plays With
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An outrageous mixtape of grotesque flamboyance and ludicrous 
behavior that features the beloved superheroes of Tromaville, New 
Jersey! The story, if there is one, is loosely based upon the “artistic” 
community of Fresno, California known as the Tower District. We’re 
transported into the mentally disturbed mind of Dominic Schmidt. 
As he fantasizes about becoming the most infamous internet whore, 
appalling degenerates berate the streets of The Tower with nudity, 
drug use, and murder!

Kevin Walter’s filmmaking career is similar to that of Harvey 
Pekar’s comics. A full-time government employee who somehow put 
together a trash film love letter to TROMA.

Tower Rats!
2020 • Dir. Kevin Walter • USA • 70:16

DIVIDE & CONQUER A TROMA TEAM RELEASE!

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
PRODUCED BY:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Mercedes The Muse
Lloyd Kaufman/Troma Entertainment
Mercedes The Muse, Irie Divine, Knotty Peach
2021
1hr 34min 
USA
English
Grindsploitation / Trash Cinema

In Tromaville, three warrior women find themselves on the 
run and kicking in the teeth of every misogynist who dares 
cross their path! An estrogen-fueled grindhouse tribute by 
writer/director Mercedes The Muse which the legendary 
producer Lloyd Kaufman calls “A Feminist movie for the 
21st century!”

Established in 1974 by Yale friends Lloyd Kaufman and 
Michael Herz, Troma Entertainment is arguably the lon-
gest-running independent movie studio in North America, 
and it’s one of the very few genuine brand names in the 
industry. Troma is world famous for producing and distrib-
uting classic films such as Kaufman’s The Toxic Avenger, 
Trey Parker’s Cannibal! The Musical, Poultrygeist: Night of 
the Chicken Dead, Class of Nuke ‘Em High, and Tromeo & 
Juliet. Early works of many of today’s luminaries can be 
found in Troma’s library of 1,000 films, cartoons, TV shows 
and shorts. Dustin Hoffman, Kevin Costner, Fergie, Vincent 
D’Onofrio, Samuel L. Jackson, James Gunn and Eli Roth are 
just a few of their names. 

Plays With



FASCISM ON A THREAD

THE FOUND FOOTAGE PHENOMENON

DIRECTOR:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

DIRECTORS:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Naomi Holwill
2019
1hr 31min  
USA
English
Documentary

Sarah Appleton & Phillip Escott
2021
1hr 41min 
UK
English
Documentary

For a few short years in the 1970s, films like Ilsa - She Wolf 
of the SS, The Beast in Heat, Special Train for Hitler, and The 
Gestapo’s Last Orgy were churned out at an alarming rate 
to shock audiences worldwide. This award-winning docu-
mentary features eye-opening interviews/confessions from 
producers, directors, cinema historians, and Ilsa herself, 
Dyanne Thorne, in her last on-camera appearance.

Charting the origins, impact, and legacy of the found 
footage subgenre, from Bram Stoker’s literary masterpiece 
Dracula all the way thru Cannibal Holocaust, The Blair Witch 
Project, and Paranormal Activity to today and what the 
future holds. Filmmakers look at precisely what has made 
these films so popular and expose the sometimes sophisti-
cated social and cultural nuances that make them tick. 
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FEAST

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Tim Leyendekker
2021
1hr 24min 
The Netherlands
Dutch & English
Docu-fiction

Based on the infamous Groningen HIV case, in which three 
men drugged other men and infected them with their own 
HIV-infected blood, Feast is a bold and provocative film 
that skillfully reflects the questions of life, death, and mo-
rality that have emerged from one of the most disquieting 
stories in contemporary Dutch life. 
Unfolding over seven individual vignettes, each directed by 
Tim Leyendekker but shot in collaboration with a diverse 
range of cinematographers, Feast blends reportage and 
surrealism, disbelief and empathy, to unpack the repercus-
sions and reverberations of a singularly shocking series 
of events.
Tim Leyendekker is an artist based between Rotterdam 
and Strasbourg. His films usually contain a palpable trace 
of its creation process, engaging the viewer to critically 
relate to the construction of the work itself. His work 
has been shown in several major galleries and festivals 
around the world such as IFFR, the Power Plant (Toronto), 
EMAF (Osnabrück), Centre Pompidou (Paris), and Loop 
(Barcelona). Leyendekker also works as an independent 
film programmer, curating a monthly program at WORM 
(Rotterdam), and other venues. 

Two friends, Arthur and Robin, meet on video to distract 
themselves during the lockdown. Only, Robin has just learned some 
very bad news to which Arthur does not know how to react... A 
segment of the omnibus feature film Quarantines.

Rock Brenner (born in 1989 in France) has directed short films since 
2011 and directed a feature film, I Am Robert, in 2017. His work deals 
with loneliness, the ambiguity of friendly relations, the perversity of 
social ties, and our relationship to sexuality.
www.rockbrenner.comTorture Cam

2021 · Dir. Rock Brenner · France · 9:55
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HOTEL POSEIDON

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
CAST:

YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Stef Lernous
Tom Vermeir, Anneke Sluiters, Tania Van der Sanden, 
Dominique Van Malder, Steve Geerts, Tine Van den 
Wyngaert, Kirsten Pieters, Chiel van Berkel, Ruth Becquart
2021
1hr 30min  
Belgium
Dutch & Portugese
Surreal Dystopian Dramedy

A day in the life of a reluctant hotel owner, Dave, haunted 
by a recurring nightmare. When a young woman comes 
in looking for a vacancy, while Dave’s best friend wants to 
throw a party in the backroom, a surreal and grisly ordeal 
is set in motion in this dreamlike universe infused with 
grotesque surrealism.  
“A hell of a ride… Hallucinatory and hilarious”

—SCREEN DAILY
Hotel Poseidon is the debut feature produced by Abattoir 
Fermé, a Belgian theater company internationally known 
for its “penetrating and ominous theater about the stories 
that frighten society.” Since 1999, Stef Lernous (b.1973) 
has been its artistic director. His work references a wide 
range of influences from baroque, Gothic literature, horror 
iconography, to popular culture, as well as revealing a dis-
tinct fascination with people and phenomena from outside 
the mainstream. Stef has been obsessed by films since his 
teenage years and has worked in film and television with 
Tim Mielants and Jonas Govaerts for the cult TV-series 
Super8 and MONSTER! this is his feature film debut as a 
director.

After a new mother miscarries, the father-to-be ends up in a 
feverish nightmare, when a strange entity seems to be growing in 
her blood.

Carolina Sandvik is an artist and filmmaker based in Malmö, 
Sweden; she holds a Master’s degree in Fine Arts. Her animated 
short films have been shown at galleries and film festivals such as 
SXSW and Fantasia. The Expected was awarded Best Swedish Short 
Dragon Award at the Göteborg Film Festival and Børge Ring Award 
for best animation at the Odense Film Festival in 2021. 
www.vimeo.com/carolinasandvik / IG: @carolinasandvikThe Expected

2021 · Dir. Carolina Sandvik · Sweden · 14:30
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A couple, deep in love, make quite unusual requests of one another.

Alex Dona is an award-winning Sydney-based creative. He is a 
writer, director, producer, actor, and editor. 
www.alexdona.com

A Girl’s Best Friend
2021 · Dir. Alex Dona · Australia · 11:55

JACINTO

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
CAST:

YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Javi Camino
Pedro Brandariz, Anxela Baltar, Corinna Rautenberg, 
Juanma Buiturón, Pilar Miguélez, Miro Magariños
2021
1hr 35min 
Spain
Galician & English
Horror / Dark Comedy 

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre meets Forrest Gump in this 
story of a clash of two cultures. When a pair of heavy-met-
al musicians, Alex and Ana, arrive in his isolated mountain 
village, Jacinto, a grown-up with the mind of a child, sees 
his private universe turned upside down. Just like in his 
favorite vampire movies, Jacinto must overcome his 
innocence and come up with a drastic plan to make the 
newcomers disappear. 
A recent winner of a Panorama Fantastic Award @ Sitges, 
Jacinto is an unconventional, darkly comic horror tale that, 
like the best in genre cinema, has a lot on its mind, not the 
least of which is the brutal passage from adolescence to 
adulthood; the onslaught on home and tradition through 
the process of gentrification; and a worldview wrapped in 
the transportative power of fantasy.

“Original, provocative and impressive”—MORBIDLY 
BEAUTIFUL

“So funny, so dark, a rural horror story disguised as a black 
comedy, in which no one is left standing”—ESPINOF
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LANDLOCKED

WRITER/DIRECTOR:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Paul Owens
Mason Owens 
2021
1hr 15min
USA
English
Docu-Fiction / Horror

Summoned to his soon-to-be demolished childhood home, 
Mason discovers a video camera that can see into the past, 
driving him to record as many memories as possible before 
the doomed house is destroyed. Utilizing the director’s 
actual home movies and casting real-life family members 
to play fictionalized versions of themselves, LandLocked 
combines narrative and documentary modes of filmmaking 
with horror and sci-fi to create a fascinating meditation on 
life’s big questions. 
“Throughout my career, I’ve oscillated between documentary 
and narrative filmmaking. With LandLocked, I wanted to find 
a middle ground between these two approaches that would 
allow the film to exist outside of documentary, narrative, 
horror or found footage. 
Between the genuine home videos and the invented narrative, 
there is an ambiguous space where reality blurs into fantasy. 
Some scenes … are reenactments of things that actually hap-
pened, … other moments are entirely improvised…. The end 
result is an exhilarating personal catharsis of sorts for me, 
both through the filmmaking process and the family story 
manifesting on screen.” – PAUL OWENS

To overcome writer’s block and finish her horror film, an aspiring 
occultist finds isolation deep in the rainforest to perform a life-
changing ritual.

Samuel Davenport is a filmmaker based out of Honolulu, HI. 
Interested in exploring esoteric spirituality as practiced in the 21st 
century. 
www.escapevelocityfilm.com / IG: hauntedspaceship_777

Escape Velocity
2021 · Dir. Samuel Davenport · USA · 6:30
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MASKING THRESHOLD

DIRECTOR:
WRITERS:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Johannes Grenzfurthner
Johannes Grenzfurthner and Samantha Lienhard
Ethan Haslam (voice), Katharina Rose
2021
1hr 30min
Austria
English
Experimental Horror Dramedy

Try as we may to reestablish silence, we cannot. A skeptic 
IT worker tries to cure his harrowing hearing impairment, 
conducting a series of experiments in a makeshift home-
lab. But how far is he willing to go in order to succeed? 
Glimpse into the world of the nameless protagonist in this 
eerie tale, which is not for the faint of heart. 
“Its one-of-a-kind presentation will make you squirm and get 
under your skin long after the film is over.”—FILM INK
“My protagonist is queer, so you want to understand the 
societal pressure on him, you want to understand the trau-
ma he went through, and the burden of his awful illness. 
But a point comes when sympathy for him dissolves into 
horror...He suffers, and the world turns away from him. 
He’s alone, misunderstood. … Don’t be like my protagonist. 
Be better.” — JOHANNES GRENZFURTHNER
Johannes Grenzfurthner is an award-winning artist, 
filmmaker, author, and performer. He is the founder and 
artistic director of monochrom, an internationally acting 
art and theory group and film-production company. His 
recent films include the feature-length documentaries 
Traceroute (2016) and Glossary of Broken Dreams (2018). 

The recursive life of Norman Bates is examined within the haunted 
historical architecture of the Bates Motel.

Richard Karpala studied cinema at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder under the influence of filmmakers like Stan Brakhage and 
Phil Solomon. His most recent experimental short “Psychos” was an 
official selection at Fantastic Fest and Saskatoon. 
Twitter: @karpala 

Psychos
2021 · Dir. Richard Karpala · USA · 9:36
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ORANGES SANGUINES (BLOODY ORANGES)

DIRECTOR:
WRITERS:

CAST:

YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Jean-Christophe Meurisse
Jean-Christophe Meurisse, Amélie Philippe, 
Yohann Gloaguen
Alexandre Steiger, Christophe Paou, Lilith Grasmug, Lorella 
Cravotta, Olivier Saladin, Fred Blin, Denis Podalydès
2021
1hr 42min
France
French
Dark Comedy

Set in the France of today, a retired couple mired in debt 
attempts to win a dance contest, while a government min-
ister is suspected of tax fraud. Elsewhere, a teenage girl 
has an encounter with a sex maniac. Meanwhile, a young 
lawyer attempts to climb the social ladder. This acerbic 
black comedy gleefully ratchets up the assault on our 
tolerance for violence. 
Director Jean-Christophe’s starting point was a real-life 
news article about a U.S. girl who was tried after torturing 
her rapist for four hours. “On the outside, we’re super 
sweet, we look attractive. But inside us, there’s this bloody 
juice waiting to explode,” he says. “And we’re caught 
between the desire to be a social construct of being sweet 
and the savage drives that are feeding our hearts.” 
After training as an actor, Jean-Christophe Meurisse 
founded the Chiens de Navarre company in 2005, directing 
shows for the theater. In 2015, he directed his debut feature 
Apnée, which premiered at Cannes International Critics’ 
Week and was nominated in the Best First Film category at 
the French Lumières Awards.

Consensual violence is, bizarrely, quite intimate. There was only one 
hospital visit while making this film.

Solmund MacPherson is a writer of small films and a props guy of 
big ones. Sol’s creations have been shown all over the world, won 
awards including Vimeo’s coveted Staff Pick, and been described 
as “bizarre,” “freaky,” or “worrying” by one too many to be a 
coincidence. 
www.solmund.com

A Short Documentary About 
People Fighting

2019 • Director: Solmund MacPherson • Canada • 5:03
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A few years after the zombie disaster, Marie’s and Janne’s biggest 
worry isn’t so much about getting their brains eaten. Instead, the 
threat is quarrels about housework and a boring sex life. The couple 
survived the apocalypse, but what about their marriage?

Born in Stockholm, Johan Tappert is a film director and 
photographer and former DJ and theatre director. Johan founded 
Folke Film in 2008 together with his fishing buddies.
Gustav Egerstedt is a film director based in Stockholm, who has a 
20-year background as creative director in the ad industry. When 
not creating, Gustav is busy planning and arranging the local horror 
film festival Elmsta 3000 Horror Fest.

The Last Marriage 
2021 · Dirs. Johan Tappert & Gustav Egerstedt · 
Sweden · 15:32

MIDNIGHT IN A PERFECT WORLD

DIRECTOR:
WRITERS:
CAST:

YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Dodo Dayao
Dodo Dayao, Carljoe Javier
Jasmine Curtis-Smith, Glaiza de Castro, Anthony 
Falcon, Dino Pastrano, Bing Pimentel 
2020
1hr 31min
Philippines
Filipino
Sci-Fi Horror Drama

In a not-too-distant future in Manila, mysterious rolling 
blackouts hit random parts of the city at night, during 
which people start to go missing. A group of four friends 
think it’s all an elaborate hoax until they find themselves in 
the midst of one such blackout. Will they make it through 
the night? 
www.facebook.com/midnightinaperfectworld                       
IG: @midnightinaperfectworldfilm 
“Distrust of authority has been a constant layer of our lives. 
I was born into it, and it reaches back as far as my father’s 
generation, who not only came out of World War II but also 
lived through the Martial Law era, which the film is some-
thing of a callback to.”—DODO DAYAO
Dodo Dayao has been actively writing about film and 
making short films and video installations since 2007. His 
first feature, Violator, won four awards at the 2014 Cinema 
One Originals Festival, including Best Picture.This is his 
second feature; it has premiered and competed at festivals 
such as Fantasia Film Festival (AQCC-Camera Lucida 
Special Mention Prize), ToHorror Fantastic Film Fest (Best 
Film), and Neuchâtel International Fantastic Film Festival.



DIRECTORS:
WRITERS:
CINEMATOGRAPHER:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Steven Garbas & Chantelle Han
Steven Garbas, Philip Irwin
Grant Cooper
Chantelle Han, Charles Boyland, Michael Copeman
2021
98min
Canada
English
Survival Thriller

A pregnant restaurateur plans to steal a priceless truffle 
from a reclusive veteran during the pandemic in this tense, 
slow-burn thriller.

While you may imagine Pig as if told from the POV of those 
who dare steal from Nicolas Cage (in full-on Grizzly Adams 
mode), this slow-burn thriller treads its own path.

Starting as a northern Gothic heist flick, Peppergrass 
unexpectedly morphs into a metaphorical and meditative 
survival flick, using its setup to represent the fear and 
desperation of the early months of the pandemic and its 
main characters eventual journey into a stark, unforgiving 
(and frozen) landscape a reflection of our eventual 
isolation and horizonless present.

Featuring a tough-as-nails lead turn by co-director 
Chantelle Harris, Peppergrass’ minimalist aesthetic 
focuses us on the process of adaptation needed in order 
to survive the advance of an unknown yet resourceful 
antagonist merely implementing his own methods of 
survival, just like a virus which hunts (and haunts) us….

PEPPERGRASS
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DIRECTORS:
WRITERS:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Péter Bergendy
Piros Zánkay
Viktor Klem, Fruzsina Hais, Judit Schell
2020
1hr 55min
Hungary
Hungarian
Period Supernatural Horror

“After the success of my historical film noirs, I thought 
it’s about time Hungary came out with a horror film too. 
Therefore, my creative producer and partner, Gábor 
Hellebrandt, and I…conjured up the ghosts from a time of 
great loss in Hungarian history, directly after World War 
I, during the Spanish Flu pandemic. In our film, the ghosts 
of our painful past overrun a Hungarian village to which 
a post mortem photographer arrives, who is concerned 
with death the same way the genre of horror is. The 
photographer then meets a little girl and perhaps his own 
unconscious mind.” - Director Péter Bergendy

Throughout his long career, Péter Bergendy has worked 
as the editor-in-chief of the Hungarian issue of German 
Cinema magazine, as academic researcher for the 
Hungarian Film Institute, and as a prominent editor 
and later director in Hungarian film, commercial and 
television. His previous film, Trezor (2018), which won 
eight Hungarian Film Awards, was the first ever Hungarian 
TV-film nominated for an International Emmy Award. Post 
Mortem was Hungary’s Official Selection for the Academy 
Awards.

POST MORTEM



Plays With

THE TIMEKEEPERS OF ETERNITY

DIRECTOR:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Aristotelis Maragkos
2021
1hr 2min 
Greece, UK
English
Experimental / Collage Cinema 

Mr. Toomey has an important business meeting in Boston, 
but he is dreading the thought of flying there. His father’s 
screams, which haunt his traumatic dreams of childhood, 
can only be relieved by obsessively tearing paper, ripping 
it into strips. Awoken from such a dream during his flight, 
Toomey finds that most of his fellow passengers have van-
ished. When the survivors land, they see the airport eerily 
empty of life, like a blank page. Something is about to rip 
this weird paper purgatory-of-the-mind apart: monsters 
only Mr. Toomey can confront. 
“Hypnotic black and white collage animation that meticu-
lously reconstructs and reshapes its supernatural drama to 
an eerie and profound effect”—FANTASTIC FEST  
Aristotelis Maragkos is a writer/director whose work 
focuses on obsessive stories and reconciling with the past. 
His films experiment with different forms and materials 
and have screened at festivals around the world, including 
Telluride, Locarno, and Annecy. Aristotelis watched the 
1995 Steven King TV miniseries The Langoliers when he was 
12 years old; here he has edited, printed, and animated its 
“found footage” into a paper nightmare. 

This short deals - in a self-reflecting way - with the obsolescence of 
analog media induced by digitalization. The fully manually produced 
35mm film educates, edits, and entertains with a fast-paced audio-
visual journey through some of the relevant stations of the analog 
age. 

Stefanie Weberhofer is an Austrian filmmaker and media artist. 
She works with Super 8, 16mm and 35mm film and explores various 
DIY techniques in order to create short films and works for the 
realm of Expanded Cinema. 
IG: @stefanieweberhoferKopierwerk

2020 • Dir. Stefanie Weberhofer • Austria • 7:00
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TRANS

DIRECTOR:
CAST:
YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:
GENRE:

Naeri Do
Jeong-in Hwang, Yoon Kyungho, Taeyoung Kim
2021
1hr 33min  
South Korea
Korean
Teen Sci-Fi Thriller 

Suffering from an eating disorder, teen Minyoung Go 
dreams of becoming a transhuman by transmitting electric 
shocks to her brain. After conducting an electrical baptism 
via tesla coil, she attempts to travel in space and time. 

There is almost a complete absence of adults in this 
beautifully bizarre and surprisingly moving teen time-
warp revenge thriller that fuses BIG science with the 
personal struggles of a mercilessly bullied teen. Now, with 
even pre-teens moving at warp speed in their science + 
tech education, there’s nothing unusual about taking ideas 
once the province of the adult world and transferring them 
to a parent & teacher-free YA canvas

In 2001, majoring in philosophy and participating as an 
actor and a playwright in Sogang University’s theater 
group, Naeri Do made her first short film, “Modo,” 
in a small group workshop (SFA). In the process of 
experimenting with an unusual narrative form, she wrote 
four pieces of a feature script that would eventually become 
Trans and, after years of twists and turns, is finally unleashing 
her sci-fi pop vision onto the world. 

Hollywood is a royal house 
exhausted by intermarriage.

--Jean Cocteau



TRANSGRESSIVE DESIRE: 
Body Work from Queer Women, 
Trans, Nonbinary, and Intersex 
Short Filmmakers
Curated by gina young 
Special thanks to Kristen Laffey for 
additional curatorial support

During the week when colonizers celebrate ‘Thanksgiving,’ in Los 
Angeles in 2021, Hot Donna’s produced a drag show featuring 
exclusively indigenous performers and voices. This is a raw look at 
the indigenous queers who are using provocative performances to 
confront audiences and reclaim some territory.

A documentarian and unscripted TV producer, Maryna Harrison 
is a queer with a passion for telling multilayered, authentic stories 
that change conversations and culture. She has produced for 
Netflix, Discovery, and Spike TV, among others.
IG: @maryna.harrison

2021 • Maryna Harrison • USA • 6 min

Decolonizing Gender

A queer couple takes to the bedroom to process a sexual assault 
through role play, until things fall apart when they forget their floral 
safe-word.

Kait Schuster is a writer/actor/director + filmmaker. Her credits 
include the short films “Geranium,” “Suds,” “MA’AM,” “The Last 
Time She Slept Over,” as well as her web series, Oh, Liza, co-creat-
ed with Cat Coyne. Her live performance art has been featured at 
SORORITY, the Bootleg, Hammer Museum, and the Lyric-Hyperion.

2021 · Kait Schuster · USA · 11 min

GERANIUM

What links these six short films is not just the inherently 
transgressive nature of queer women, trans, nonbinary 
and intersex people owning their unique desires and 
enacting their most radical fantasies. All of these films 
were also made by or feature performance artists of 
some kind, who bring their comfort confronting a live 
audience to your screen as they turn the lens on their 
vulnerable and powerful bodies. 

Highways’ BEHOLD! Queer Film & Performance Festival 
celebrates L.A.’s contribution to the ongoing growth 
of LGBTQ+ culture in California and the U.S. BEHOLD! 
embodies Highways’ vision of the arts as an agent of 
social change and as a community-building strategy; 
reflects Highways’ ongoing commitment to presenting 
performance, visual art, film and new media; and 
nurtures established and emerging LGBTQ+ artists from 
diverse segments of our communities.
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On Valentine’s Day, Ponyboi, an Intersex sex worker, looks for 
love and a way out of his seedy life at a laundromat in New Jersey. 
Through a magical encounter with the man of his dreams, Ponyboi 
discovers his worth. 

River Gallo (they/them) is a Salvadoran-American filmmaker, actor, 
writer, model, and intersex activist from New Jersey. They were 
named one of the “Most Exciting Queer People to Follow in 2019” 
by Out Magazine. Produced by Stephen Fry and Academy Award 
winner Emma Thompson, “Ponyboi” premiered at Tribeca and was 
a Forbes Magazine Top 5 Pick.

2019 · River Gallo and Sadé Clacken Joseph · USA 
· 17 min

Ponyboi

Two ballerinas, their mothers, and their adult foils converge in 
the liminal space of a public bathroom before a ballet recital. 
“Ballerinas” is a collection of humorous behind-the-scenes footage 
from a live performance that can never be recreated.

gina young (she/they) is an award-winning writer, director, and 
curator. Their work has been presented by the Hammer Museum 
and REDCAT, and punk clubs and gay bars across the U.S. and 
Europe. Her screenwriting debut “Room Tone,” starring Vida’s 
Roberta Colindrez and directed by Whitney White, is part of the 
anthology film Keep This Far Apart, currently making the film 
festival circuit.2021 · gina young · USA · 2 min 

ballerinas

A queer masculine body becomes a spectacular natural landscape 
where Chinese cooking spices grow, exploring a sense of belonging, 
misplacement, and materialisation of the queer body from a queer 
Asian diaspora perspective.

Whiskey Chow is a London-based performance artist and Chinese 
drag king. Whiskey’s art practice engages with broadly defined 
political issues, from queer masculinity to problematizing the 
nation-state across geographic boundaries, and stereotypical 
projections of Chinese/Asian identity.

2021 · Whiskey Chow · UK · 8 min

you must everywhere wander

A narrative dance film that explores the fluidity of identity and self-
expression through fashion. 

Karimah Zakia Issa is a Montreal native, crafting stories that dive 
into themes of overcoming or succumbing to social expectations 
through a queer, black, feminist lens.
kzifilms.com / IG: @karizakia

2020 • Karimah Zakia Issa • Canada • 6 min

She Said 



One of the salient attributes of a film is that it not only 
reflects the time in which it was made and released, it 
has the potential to transcend temporality, pointing 
towards the future and the past, often simultaneously. 
In thinking about queer radicalism and revolution as 
portrayed in film and performance-for-camera, and 
questioning whether radicalism or revolution exist today, 
we include the underknown film Race d’Ep! (1979) by Guy 
Hocquenghem and Lionel Soukaz, which articulates a 
timeline of homosexual liberation that begins not in the 
1960s but in the mid-1800s alongside and in conjunction 
with the history of photographic image making. We have 

included an array of short and feature-length films, 
largely from California-based queer and trans filmmakers 
and artists of color, that each in its own manner offers a 
glimpse into the cultural climate of its release date along 
with a distinct vision of the past and/or the future. The 
most recently made film in our program is Leo Herrera’s 
Queer Futurist The FATHERS Project (2020) in which 
Herrera intercuts both shot and re-purposed imagery 
through a hybrid genre he calls sci-fi documentary to 
imagine a queer utopia, if not jouissance, by reframing 
the impact of HIV/AIDS on queer history and queer 
future. 

The experimental documentary Race d’Ep! (released as The 
Homosexual Century in English) by French writer and philosopher 
Guy Hocquenghem (1946-1988), a seminal figure in the formation 
of queer theory, and radical French filmmaker Lionel Soukaz 
(b.1953), argues that the roots of a contemporary queer identity and 
liberation (homosexual, especially) took place in the middle of the 
19th century, evolving in tandem with the history of photography.

A lyrical visual poem on movement, time, and wandering.
Cauleen Smith is Art Program faculty at California Institute of the 
Arts. Smith’s shorts, feature film, installation, and performance 
were showcased at the International Film Festival in Rotterdam 
in 2019. She has had solo exhibitions at the Whitney Museum of 
American Art, MassMoCA, and LACMA. 

Race d’Ep!

White Suit

1979 · Guy Hocquenghem & Lionel Soukaz · 1hr 35min

1998 · Cauleen Smith · 4min 

Recipient of a 2018 Whiting Award for Fiction, Brontez Purnell 
was named one of the 32 Black Male Writers for Our Time by T: 
New York Times Style Magazine in 2018. He is also the frontman for 
the band the Younger Lovers, the co-founder of the experimental 
dance group the Brontez Purnell Dance Company, the creator of the 
renowned cult zine Fag School, and the director of several films, 
including, most recently, the documentary Unstoppable Feat: Dances 
of Ed Mock.100 Boyfriends Mixtape 

(The Demo)
2017 · Brontez Purnell · 8min

CURATED BY DINO DINCO & JUAN A. FERNÁNDEZ
QUEER(ING) TIME

“Taking inspiration from the groundbreaking work of Marlon 
Riggs, ‘Cholo Joto’ challenges societally induced stereotypes and 
perceptions about racial and sexual identity and questions notions 
about abjection, self-discovery, love, anger, desire, personal politics, 
empowerment and assimilation.” —PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE                                                                    
Augie Robles collaborated with Tina Aguirre on ¡VIVA 16!, a 
documentary that put the spotlight on the gay and trans nightlife in 
San Francisco during the AIDS crisis. Cholo Joto

1992 · Augie Robles · 14min
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CURATOR BIOS

San Francisco-based drag diva Persia teamed up with 
DADDIES PLASTIK for this anti-gentrification anthem. 
 

Google Google Apps Apps
2013 · Vainhein. Performed by Persia · 3min 

Imagine a world where AIDS never happened and our heroes lived 
on.  “Fathers” explores these ideas by weaving history, current 
gatherings, and fiction to create a vision of queer utopia.
Leo Herrera is a Mexican activist/filmmaker and writer known for 
queer viral art films and short documentaries that tackle issues of 
queer politics, sex, HIV stigma, and history. 

The FATHERS Project
2020 · Leo Herrera · USA · 45min

A sitcom about a gay odd couple, one liberal, one radical; one 
transgender, one not. In this episode, Chris and Greg compete on 
a reality TV show to be “The Next Great Artist.” Can they meet 
the challenge and “Create a successful piece of queer art about 
failure”?  
Chris Vargas is a videomaker and interdisciplinary artist currently 
based in Bellingham, WA. Greg Youmans is a film scholar as well as 
a videomaker.Work of Art! A Reality TV Special, 

Falling in Love with Chris and Greg
2012 · Chris Vargas · 13min 

“Fuck My Life,” titled after Ibarra’s full-length performance work 
of the same name, follows a sordid and fatigued showgirl as she 
sluggishly awakes to make up with yet another day.
 Xandra Ibarra (aka La Chica Boom) uses performance, video, and 
sculpture to address abjection and joy and the borders between 
proper and improper racial, gender, and queer subject.

Centered in and around the bar Esta Noche, the film is an 
important document of San Francisco’s queer and transgender 
Latinx community and the vibrant spaces they formed against the 
backdrop of city’s predominantly white Castro district.
Tina Valentin Aguirre (genderqueer, they/them pronouns) is a 
poet, movie director, and opera producer.

Dino Dinco is a film and theater director, performance 
art curator and maker, writer, and lecturer in the 
Department of Visual Arts at UC San Diego. Based in 
Tijuana, México, his work has been exhibited in solo 
exhibitions in Paris, Los Angeles, and group shows 
internationally, and is included in the private collections 
in Paris, Antwerp, Brussels, Los Angeles, Barcelona, 
New York, and London. Dinco’s first feature-length 

documentary film, Homeboy, explores gay Latino men 
who were in gangs. His award-winning short “El Abuelo,” 
with San Antonio poet Joe Jiménez, premiered at the Tate 
Modern. www.dinodinco.com
Juan A. Fernández (He/Him) is a queer Chicano, media 
scholar, and cultural producer currently based in Palo 
Alto, California.

Fuck My Life

¡Viva 16!

2012 · La Chica Boom · 4min

1994 · Valentin “Tina” Aguirre and Augie Robles · 27min



The intersexion of dance and spoken word.

d-ConstruX
Emerging artists break it down and start again. It’s a journey.

Our Lungs, Your Wings

Safe and Sound

Betwixt Boys and Brawn (2019-21)

Nadoyel Visuals (2019); Ceelya (2020); 9 fairy 9 tales 9 (2020)

Dir. féi hernandez  2021 · USA · 8:26

Dirs. Taso Papadakis & Kevin Williamson · 2021 · USA · 5:40 

Dir. Jose Tinoco

Dir. Izzy Bravo

A meditative contemplation of a new safe world and foreseeable 
future that is defined by and for trans and queer Black, Indigenous, 
People of Color.

féi hernandez is a trans, Inglewood-raised, formerly undocumented 
immigrant artist, writer, and healer. féi’s poetry collection Hood 
Criatura was on NPR’s Best Books of 2020. 
https://www.feihernandez.com/ / IG: @fei.hernandez

A short film that explores queer love, pleasure and safety in times 
of pain. 

Taso Papadakis is a commercial art photographer and filmmaker 
who currently makes images for LA Opera, UCLA Opera, and AMDA.
www.tasophoto.com. @tasopapadakis

Kevin Williamson is an L.A.-based dance artist, whose dances 
for theater and opera include collaborations with Washington 
National Opera, Atlantic Theater Co., the Juilliard School, and Geffen 
Playhouse.

www.williamsonkevin.com. @kdubdancing

“Betwixt Boys and Brawn” is about the space between adolescence 
and adulthood. 

Jose Maria Tinoco (b. 2001) is an East Los Angeles-based 
multidisciplinary artist whose work, dealing closely with sexuality, 
identity, and the idea of the “erotic,” has been exhibited at the Tom 
of Finland Foundation’s Art and Culture festival (2020, 2021). 
IG: @j0setin0c0

Izzy Bravo is an actor and filmmaker whose raunchy avant-
garde film style reflects the emotional complexities of human-to-
human interactions. She bases her work on her queer, de-tribed 
indigeneity. Her work has been featured at Manchester Pride, 
CUNTemporary Ecofutures Festival, and the Eastside Queer 
Storytellers Festival. 
izzybravo.com / IG: @theizzyfantasy

Breathe
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ANTEBELLUM - Dir. Rick Castro

SUSHI - Dir. Gio Black Peter 2021 · USA · 8:30

2013-16 · USA · 23:04

There is only the encounter with one’s own projections.

Yearly short videos depicting the aesthetics, artists, talents, sights 
& sounds of Rick Castro’s legendary fetish art Gallery-Antebellum 
Hollywood from 2013 thru 2016.

Antebellum Gallery existed from 2005-2017 in the heart of historic 
Hollywood on Las Palmas Avenue. Owner & curator Rick Castro 
presented fetish as art on a monthly basis for a group of like-
minded enthusiasts who he lovingly referred to as “Antebellians.”

During Antebellum’s reign, Rick saw the times as a 21st century pre-
war era, a time of cultural strife between social freedoms and the 
religious right culminating in a bad reality TV millionaire becoming 
dictator. The Antebellum era, like the Weimar era are historic short 
bursts of creative experimentation and freedoms existing under a 
looming dark cloud of things to come.

antebellumgallery.blogspot.com / IG: @castrrick 

A day with a family of prestigious art collectors and descendants 
of the Swine Burger fortune who meet to celebrate sex, drugs, and 
violence with candor.

For world artist Gio Black Peter, the idea of resisting the sweeping 
tide of proscription and conformity comes naturally. Through his 
work, he is able to break through the hardening shell of uniformity 
and tap into something more honest. While undeniably modern in 
his approach—often utilizing technology to offer a multimedia-
fueled commentary on current issues—the artistic results are 
irrevocably rooted to the past.

Like Jean Genet, there is a bit of an outlaw in Peter, a bit of 
a fighter—he doesn’t back away from the demands of his 
artistic expression. Peter breathes a life unfettered by shame, 
unencumbered by fleeting notions of morality. He reveals the truth 
that unexpected beauty and unanticipated vitality can be found by 
challenging the norm, by pushing past our collective comfort.

www.gioblackpeter.com / @gioblackpeter11

Encountering ConstruX 



DOPE ELF FILMS

Six short films by Gawdafful National Theater made 
between December 2020 and March 2021 during 
the global pandemic, and shot largely by the actors 
themselves with a little help through the windows of 
their homes. The company have spent the last ten years 
working together on theatrical installation-performances 
tipped toward issues of American power and violence. A 
message in a bottle from their halted touring production, 

The Dope Elf, a collection of six plays by Asher Hartman 
about molecular white supremacy and patriarchy 
evidenced in the minutiae of daily life, these films peer 
into the psyches of beings who are both human and 
non-human, violent and banal, creatures drawn from an 
American fascination with European myth and magic, 
whose love of violence and self-harm remain at the core 
of their shifting identities.

Asher Hartman is a transgender writer, director, and 
maker of live performances. His live works, which 
combine strategies of theater and performance art, 
grapple with social and political issues in an era of 
chronic crisis. His dense visual, poetic embodied texts are 

infused with clown and cringe humor, evidence of trance 
and psychic journeying, and set in engulfing installations 
designed to disorient, unnerve, and elicit strong feeling. 
www.gawdaffulnationaltheater.company
@chickentasteslikewood

Alfred • 26:14

 It Had All Happened Through This, This…? • 22:33

 That Chick Judy • 21:37

Balance • 18:26

The Zygote Project • 25:47

 23 Years, 5A, John • 28:46

ASHER HARTMAN AND GAWDAFFUL NATIONAL THEATER
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Days of Pentecost is a feature-length Black and Latino drag 
action/adventure musical road movie. It is inspired by Russ 
Meyer’s ‘60s exploitation classic Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill!, 
wherein three busty go-go dancers revolt against patriar-
chal oppression under the hot desert sun.
Their leader, Melena D’ la Moja, guides the girls with a 
sharp tongue and a strong arm through the desert in their 
search for peace, acceptance, and a man. One that won’t 
fuck them over again and again. After a hostile confronta-
tion with an audience member during one of their dance 
numbers in West Hollywood, the girls flee the big city, only 
to have their car break down in a small town. There, they 
must contend with a closeted homophobic homosexual 
auto mechanic who sees them as a threat to the delicate 
web of lies in which he lives.
The Days of Pentecost cast includes Mario Gardner, star of 
Cadillac Dreams (winner of an Academy Award); Alexis 
Arquette (star of Last Exit to Brooklyn, Pulp Fiction, Three-
some, and Jack be Nimble); Ta-Tanisha (of Room 222 and 
Woman of Brewster Place); and Keith Antar-Mason, called 
“the angriest Black man in L.A.” by the Los Angeles Times. 
Lawrence Elbert has been a professional filmmaker/pro-
ducer/director of photography for over 30 years, produc-
ing work in both the art world and the world of television 
and commercials, and collaborating with such artists as 
Rosa von Praunheim, Matt Stone, Trey Parker, Jackie Beat, 
Selene Luna, Michael Musto, Nina Hagen, Roseanne Barr, 
Jane Fonda, Janice Dickinson, Suge Knight, George Clinton 
and the Funkadelics, Sly Stone, and many more. His work 
has been featured on The Jimmy Kimmel Show, Comedy 
Central, Sky TV, Logo, The Advocate, and more, including 
one presidential library. 
www.lawrenceelbert.com

DAYS OF PENTECOST

DIRECTOR:
CAST:

YEAR:
RUN TIME:
COUNTRY:
LANGUAGE:

Lawrence Elbert
Mario Gardner, Alexis Arquette, Ta-Tanisha, Marcus 
Kuiland-Nazario and Keith Antar-Mason
1995
1hr 15min
USA
English

RETRO-QUEER



FREAK OF THE DISPOSSESSED: 
NEU MUSIC TO THE WORKS OF LON CHANEY

ABOUT THE MUSIC

ABOUT THE FILM

BUCKTOOTH CADAVERS scores LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH 

In Laugh, Clown, Laugh (1928), a clown named Tito Beppi 
(Chaney) adopts orphaned Simonetta (Loretta Young), and 
they begin to travel and perform in the circus together. 
As Simonetta grows into a beautiful young woman, Tito 
eventually falls in love with her. Though the girl actually 
has eyes for the young and noble Count Ravelli (Nils 
Asther), she pretends to want the kindly clown because she 
is unwilling to break his heart. When Tito realizes that he 
stands in the way of her happiness, things turn tragic. This 
is said to be Chaney’s favorite of all his roles.

An ensemble assembled by Vitamin Wig C., featuring 
Albert Ortega, and Robbie Hansen. What started as an 
assembly of heads musing in bird song / ecology has 
become a focused ensemble with a moniker to reflect the 
invitation to score Lon Chaney’s Laugh Clown Laugh for 
Film Maudit 2.0. 

Robbie Hansen, aka Vitamin Wig C, is a student of 
ergotherapy, caregiver by day, and experimental composer 
/ videographer by night. 

www.vitaminwigc.bandcamp.com

Albert Ortega is an acousmatic composer whose practice 
often utilizes portable sound devices and found objects to 
produce shared experiences that connect with listeners by 
way of accumulated psychoacoustic gestures. 

www.legglake.bandcamp.com

Regarded as one of the most versatile and powerful 
performers to ever grace the silver screen, Leonidas 
Frank “Lon” Chaney (1883-1930) was renowned for 
his characterizations of tortured, often grotesque and 
afflicted characters, and his groundbreaking artistry 
with makeup. Utilizing techniques he developed, Chaney’s 
ability to transform himself for each role earned him 
the nickname “The Man of a Thousand Faces.” He is best 
remembered for his starring roles in such iconic silent 
films as The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923) and The 
Phantom of the Opera (1925). 

Chaney was an unusual movie star of the silent era. He 
eluded the pop mystique of the matinee idols of the day 
by existing at the periphery of the scene — both on and 
off camera. Rarely did Chaney lead a film (and when 

he did, it was only in the form of some expressionistic, 
phantasmagorical being), though his name was used to 
sell most of the work he appeared in.  He was a character 
actor before the role became an identity. In his physical 
transferences, Chaney was able to dodge the typical 
blurring of self, performer, and performance that is 
ordinarily found in most cinematic representations. In 
his rigorous, albeit subtle transformation of desire and 
intention, he offered a new paradigm for the melancholic 
suffering of hope and fear

Three queer Los Angeles-area music acts have created 
new, original scores to be performed live to three 
Chaney films. The musical aesthetic ranges from poppy 
experimental to stoner rock to dark electronica.
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ABOUT THE FILM

ABOUT THE MUSIC

ABOUT THE MUSIC

ABOUT THE FILM

VIOLENT VICKIE scores THE WICKED DARLING

DUDERELLA scores THE MONSTER

“Alt-punk band Duderella hails from sunny Los 
Angeles, California. With Daniel Reyes handling 
vocals and bass, while Chris Magallon takes care of 
the drums and synths, this two-piece brings forth 
a thunderous sound with a unique blend of punky 
metal stoner pop. … Immersing us in an amplified 
soundscape that sends jolts of organized chaos to 
our headspace.”—BUZZ MUSIC  

IG: @duderella_  

In The Monster (1925), a mad scientist played by 
Chaney engineers car wrecks so he can experiment 
on the survivors. Though preceded by several films 
such as The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919), it stands 
as an early mad scientist movie, and is arguably 
the first to feature the mad doctor with a cabal of 
minions to do his bidding. The picture also stands as 
an early example of an “old dark house” movie, even 
preceding The Old Dark House (1932) itself.

Violent Vickie is a Los Angeles based Dark SynthRiot artist 
and DJ. She has toured with Hanin Elias of Atari Teenage 
Riot and shared the stage with The Missing Persons, 
Trans X, Them Are Us Too, Aimon, Pastel Ghost and Jessie 
Evans (The Vanishing). She has toured the U.S., Mexico, 
Canada, and Europe, and played Occupy Oakland, Insted 
Fest, Shoutback Fest, and Gay Prides & Ladyfests. Vickie’s 
sophomore LP Division was released in September 2020 on 
Crunch Pod, and the full-length remix album of Division is 
due out soon.  

www.violentvickie.com

“Violent Vickie’s unique stamp is marrying dark wave with 
ambient/experimental sounds…and tying it all together with 
her ethereal voice.” —POST PUNK 

The Wicked Darling (1919), a gritty crime melodrama, is 
the first of ten films Lon Chaney made with director Tod 
Browning (the original Universal Dracula). In it, he plays 
the role of a jealous member of an underworld gang who 
is determined to prevent Priscilla Dean’s pickpocket from 
going straight and marrying a gentleman. The film was 
thought lost until a print of it was discovered in a film 
archive in The Netherlands 80 years after its release. 



A brave captain and his faithful mate transport a captive warrior, 
who holds “the inventory of the Mind,” across the interstellar line. 
When their ship is forced to navigate an asteroid field, their mission 
is jeopardized.

Esteemed rock photographer Michael Lavine, renowned for his 
iconic portraits of musicians such as Kurt Cobain, Notorious B.I.G, 
and David Bowie, has been making his own brand of visually unique 
images for over 30 years. www.thedarkodyssey.com / 
IG: @the_dark_odyssey

In the year 1997, a young woman becomes sucked into a cryptic 
game involving computer programming and the early Internet. As 
she gets deeper into her enigma, her roommate gets deeper into 
spaghetti dependence.

Michael Biggs lives in Salt Lake City and likes to make weird stuff 
with his friends. 
www.michaelbiggs.net

In a handcrafted world, where nature exists in harmony, a handful 
of greedy businessmen exploit a mountain’s riches. The female 
body becomes both landscape and characters in an exploration of 
what happens when Man considers himself separate from Nature. 
Through animation and puppetry, this ecofeminist tragicomedy 
blurs the line between fable and reality. 

Shayna Strype is a director, animator, and theater artist based 
in Brooklyn. Her work utilizes puppetry, humor, and a handmade 
aesthetic to investigate personal and political narratives. 
www.shaynastrype.com / IG: @woosieparty

The Dark Odyssey

CD-Trip

Our Mine

2020 · Dir. Michael Lavine · USA · 8:31

2021 · Dir. Michael Biggs · USA · 12:47

2021 · Dir. Shayna Strype · USA · 10:27

A cartoonist is hired by a government agency to anthropomorphise 
the military’s new infantry drone.

Mark Buchanan has been making movies since he was ten and loves 
shooting tall tales about real people in a range of genres

RAV1043
2021 · Dir. Mark Buchanan · UK · 11:30
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Time and Recollection Officer D51 patrols his route for irregular 
memories. Meanwhile, a disillusioned citizen demands egress from 
his station and is quickly punished for his disobedience.

Steven Lapcevic is an independent animator who specializes 
in creating shorts that are surreal in nature. His films eschew a 
narrative approach and are experimental in their structure and 
execution, creating a dreamlike visual progression of ideas. 
www.stevenlapcevic.com / IG: @stevenlapcevic

Hybrid
2021 · Dir. Steven Lapcevic · USA · 4:24

In Digital City, a socially and technologically advanced society, 
people enjoy access to vast freedoms and rapid economic growth—
until they face a crisis that will lead to new relationships and a very 
strange discovery.

Philippe Safire is a French-Armenian visual artist living and 
working in New York City. His recent animation projects and art 
installations have been exhibited at LACDA, ArtsWestchester 
Gallery, REVERSE Gallery, BeaconArts, Garrison Art Center, New 
York University, Center for the Digital Arts, BITBANG, and Medrar 
for Contemporary Art. 
www.philippe-safire.net / IG: @philippesafirestudio

A selfish man tries to alter his destiny when he receives an ominous 
phone call from his future self.

The Sposatos are a married filmmaking duo. Mark Sposato is a 
designer, creative director, and filmmaker. Courtney Sposato 
is an editor at Showtime, with over twelve years of film and TV 
experience. She’s cut promos for late director Jonathan Demme, 
movie trailers for rapper Danny Brown and Aubrey Plaza, and 
oversaw post production for Beyoncé’s HBO’s film Life is But a 
Dream. 
www.houndstoothstudios.com / IG: @marksposato & 
@courtneysposato

Addie and Sundance, two scavengers living in a near future, harvest 
the parts of derelict automatons to survive. After wandering into an 
abandoned estate, they discover something unexpected.

Gavin M. DuBois is a Chicago-based director, videographer, and 
editor who loves exploring human emotion in visual ways. His 
personal work draws inspiration from themes of memory, family, 
and nature—especially from the winter landscapes of the Catskill 
Mountains. He hopes for his work to cast the world around us in a 
new light. 
IG: @ball_lightning_film

Spell

Hey, It’s Me

Ball Lightning

2021 · Dir. Philippe Safire · USA · 6:42

2020 · Dir. Mark & Courtney Sposato · USA · 11:38

2021 · Dir. Gavin M. DuBois · USA · 18:10



Stung by a mysterious insect, a filmmaker documents his 
intensifying sickness using microscopic video.

Brian Zahm is an award-winning multidisciplinary artist whose 
work has been exhibited worldwide. Riding the analog-to-digital 
wave for over 25 years, he works in narrative, documentary, and 
experimental film, and performs/produces electronic music. He 
currently teaches Experimental Filmmaking at DePaul School of 
Cinematic Arts. 
www.bzahm.com / IG: @brianzahm

This self-portrait, shot in Super 8 film, illustrates the sensory chaos 
provoked by permanent tinnitus. The filmmaker has had to tame 
this “phantom pain,” like perpetually surging sound waves, to 
define a new state of silence.

Sarah Seené is a French photographer and filmmaker based in 
Montréal who works with 35mm film, Super 8, and Polaroid. Over 
a number of years, she has developed an aesthetic rooted in the 
documentary genre and characterized by a unique sensibility and 
poetry that addresses intimacy and what it is to be human. 
www.sarahseene.com / IG: @sarahseene

How can two things be true at the same time? A study of the elusive 
human brain and the relativities of black and white thinking.

Miranda Javid is an animator, curator, and art-educator living 
in the Hudson Valley. Her films have been shown nationally and 
internationally at festivals including the Ann Arbor Film Festival, 
Slamdance, the Flaherty Seminar, and Malt Adult. 
www.mirandajavid.com / IG: @mirandajavid

A meditation on the physicality of memories embodied by a piece of 
family furniture. It is said that a human being gives value to things. 
However, objects do exist which instead tell us who we are and 
ensure that memories have a future.

The desert, the Algarrobo tree, the empty beach, the sound of the 
wind, the slow pace of the people: living in a rural area in the north 
of Peru gave Eduardo Gutierrez an unhurried and calm outlook. 
Lima and his experience in other places further influenced his 
hearing and visual abilities and became the starting point of his 
work. 
IG: @eduardo.gutierrezc

Stinger

Le silence a disparu 
(Disappearing silence)

Two Truths

Time Upon Time

2021 · Dir. Brian Zahm · Ecuador / USA ·  4:50

2020 · Dir. Sarah Seené · Canada ·  2:34

2021 · Dir. Miranda Javid · USA · 8:28

2021 · Dir. Eduardo Gutierrez · Peru · 8:20
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Using anonymous home-movie footage of Expo ’67 in Montreal, the 
artist sets out to recreate a memory that perhaps never existed. 
Celluloid manipulation and sound decay techniques coalesce 
to transform a mythic landscape into a sublime expanse of 
disintegrated memory.

Canadian media artist Penny McCann’s body of work spans 30 
years and encompasses both narrative and experimental films and 
video. Her work has been exhibited nationally and internationally, 
including the Ann Arbor Film Festival, Kurzfilm Festival Hamburg, 
Canadian Film Institute, and Cinémathèque Québécoise. 
www.vimeo.com/pennymccan

Expo Film (this film is my memory)
2020 · Dir. Penny McCann · Canada · 9:26

The Dawson City landslide is a dominant feature of Dawson City, 
Yukon’s city-scape. It is a pre-historic rock-slope failure at the 
northern edge of town. It is known by the local Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in 
as Ëdhä Dädhëcha¸ or Moosehide Slide. This film examines the 
scientific reasons for the occurrence of the slide versus the legend 
that the local indigenous people say was the actual creation event.

Dan Sokolowski lives and works in blissful obscurity in the north 
of Canada. 
www.sokcinema.ca

Summer(s) in New York City, reassembled as a scrolling (de)collage.

Jason Younkman is an outsider filmmaker based in Columbus, 
Ohio. He often combines documentary and glitch techniques with 
a lyrical visual style to explore themes of alienation, mortality, and 
memory. His work has screened at numerous experimental film 
festivals, including the Chicago Underground Film Festival and the 
Moviate Underground Film Festival.
www.residualvisions.com / IG: @jasonyounkman

Ëdhä Dädhëcha¸ | Moosehide Slide

Wilderness Days

2020 · Dir. Dan Sokolowski · Canada · 4:18

2021 · Dir. Jason Younkman · USA · 11:11

The rigidity of a historical fact rolls by like clouds, or maybe like 
cloud computing. Digital landscapes like desktops, trash cans, and 
cursors flatten the sensation of what tangibly remains: the invisible 
pleasure of wind on skin.

Miranda Javid is an animator, curator, and art educator living 
in the Hudson Valley. Her films have been shown nationally and 
internationally at festivals including the Ann Arbor Film Festival, 
Slamdance, the Flaherty Seminar, and Malt Adult. 
www.mirandajavid.com / IG: @mirandajavidThe Wind

2020 · Dir. Miranda Javid · USA · 3:53



The sofa, the fire, the silhouette. A home that disappears into ashes. 
After a thirteen-year mental and physical confinement in that 
house, it took a lockdown to face those images. 

Núria Gascón Bartomeu was born in 1993 in Rubí, on the outskirts 
of Barcelona. Interested in the plastic and visual arts from a young 
age, she graduated from EMAV as an Image Technician. After living 
and working in Germany and Austria, she returned to Barcelona to 
pursue a degree in Photography Direction at ESCAC, graduating in 
2019. With “Ara Crema,” she took first prize at the inaugural Festival 
Confinado de Cinema Experimental. 
www.filmin.es/corto/ara-crema / IG: @ nuriagascon

Ara Crema
2020 · Dir. Núria Gascón Bartomeu · Spain · 1:00

The Length of Day tells the emotional history of socialism in the 
United States. Filmmaker Laura Conway enacts a cinematic séance 
using appropriated images to communicate with her departed 
communist grandparents and ask them questions about the end of 
Capitalism.

Laura Conway is a filmmaker based in Denver, Colorado.Her 
filmmaking practice uses absurdity and surrealism to grapple with 
the complexities of life in late capitalism. Her politically grounded 
films have shown nationally and internationally at venues such as 
Slamdance, the Chicago Underground Film Festival, Lucca Film 
Festival, Camera Obscura, and the Museum of Human Achievement.

Lumen (meaning ‘’light’’ in Latin) is a short documentary shot on 
Super-8 that portrays a young girl with oculocutaneous albinism. 
Despite the hypersensitivity caused by this genetic disease, the 
depigmentation of her skin and eyes gives her an extraordinary 
aura.

Sarah Seené is a French photographer and filmmaker based in 
Montréal who works with 35mm film, Super 8 and Polaroid. Over 
a number of years, she has developed an aesthetic rooted in the 
documentary genre and characterized by a unique sensibility and 
poetry that addresses intimacy and what it is to be human. 
www.sarahseene.com / IG: @sarahseene

A young woman undergoes a digital transformation process. At a 
big architectural visualization company, delicate operations give 
rise to a promotional image: Mascha B. gets 3D-scanned, a virtual 
office room is furnished, and is inhabited by Mascha B. and digital 
colleagues.

Laura Engelhardt earned a degree in Architecture and Fine Arts 
in London, Stuttgart, and Berlin and is currently completing the 
postgraduate program in Film at the Academy of Media Arts, 
Cologne. Her films are shown internationally in festivals and 
exhibitions, and her short “Bauangriff” was awarded several 
prizes. Laura lives and works as a filmmaker and artist in Cologne. 
www.lauraengelhardt.de

Auftritt und Abgang von Mascha B. 
(Entrance and Exit of Mascha B.)

The Length of Day

Lumen

2020 · Dir. Laura Engelhardt · Germany · 14:00

2020 · Dir. Laura Conway · USA · 17:43

2019 · Dir. Sarah Seené · Canada · 1:41
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In a post-apocalyptic world, a man tries to open a can of beans.

Justen Mann is an award winning filmmaker from Jacksonville, FL. 
His Youtube channel, Mann Shorts, has over 150k subscribers.

A starving wolf finds a suit of human skin, crawls inside, and 
becomes a man.

Solmund MacPherson is a writer of small films and a props guy of 
big ones. Sol’s creations have been shown all over the world, won 
awards including Vimeo’s coveted Staff Pick, and been described 
as “bizarre,” “freaky,” or “worrying” by one too many to be a 
coincidence. 
www.solmund.com / www.wolfindudesclothing.com

At an art school in the ’90s, a young outsider embarks on a morbid 
quest for pure self-expression when she creates a self-portrait for 
her classmates that ultimately reveals her true heart’s enchantment 
with the grotesque.

Deanna Milligan is a Canadian filmmaker based in the Pacific 
Northwest. Her films have screened at Fantasia, Fantastic Fest, and 
Vimeo Short of the week. Her storytelling is rooted in horror and 
magic realism. She and partner Ramsey Fendall run Sublunar Films 
with one of the largest inventories of Arriflex film cameras (16mm, 
super 16, 35mm) in Western Canada. 
www.sublunarfilms.com / IG: @sublunarfilms

Beans

Wolf in Dude’s Clothing

Lucid

2021 · Dir. Justen Mann · USA · 8:00

2021 · Dir. Solmund MacPherson · Canada · 12:57

2021 · Dir. Deanna Milligan · Canada · 16:38

A young London businessman is seduced by a corporate entity.

Mitchell Marion is an award-winning Australian/British writer, 
director, and producer who is passionate about creating powerful 
and affecting queer narratives for audiences. An aspiring 
provocateur, his previous work “G O’Clock” (2016) explored 
London’s gay party culture, while “The Suit Weareth the Man” 
(2020) explores the dual horrors of homosexual repression and 
corporate greed.
www.mitchellmarion.com IG: @mitchmarion / @thesuitfilmThe Suit Weareth the Man

2020 · Dir. Mitchell Marion · UK · 29:09



The perpetually adolescent Murph, who lives with his brother, tries 
to keep him from seeing the pictures he photoshops, depicting his 
brother’s fiancée giving birth to him.

Elias ZX is a Brooklyn-based filmmaker and programmer. Their 
work often deals with our relationships to technology, with each 
other, and the moments those relationships seem to intersect. They 
have worked in a variety of different mediums and founded the 
Long Distance Film Festival, which aims to bring together online 
seemingly disparate films in front of an international audience.
www.eliaszx.com / IG & Twitter: @_eliaszx

A woman gets a supernatural pedicure.

Mary Dauterman is a writer and director whose short films have 
been selected for multiple Vimeo Staff Picks, screened at dozens of 
festivals including Fantastic Fest, Palm Springs Shortfest, Maryland 
Film Festival, and Fantasia, and featured on NoBudge, Vulture, 
Booooooom, and TEDWomen. She’s written and directed projects 
for Adult Swim. Originally from Texas, she now lives in Brooklyn. 
www.luckyfeet.persona.co/

A guy with his guts on the outside of his body really wants a 
promotion.

Chris McInroy writes and directs horror-comedy movies. He made 
“Bad Guy #2,” “Death Metal,” “We Summoned A Demon,” and the 
segment “One Time In The Woods” for the horror anthology Scare 
Package. His next project will be his first feature film, a horror-
comedy with werewolves. He loves werewolves. He also loves 
dipping chips in dips. 
www.vimeo.com/chrismcinroy / IG: @dr_chrisenstein

REBIRTH.jpeg

Lucky Feet 2000

Guts

2021 · Dir. Elias ZX · USA · 16:32

2020 · Dir. Mary Dauterman · USA · 4:20

2021 · Dir. Chris McInroy · USA · 8:04

The steak has been marinating for days. The skillet is now heated. 
Franc’s stomach is rumbling. But Liza’s co-workers are about to pay 
her a surprise birthday visit. Will she be home on time?

Špela Čadež has been working as an independent animation 
director and producer since 2008. Interested mainly in hands-on 
analogue traditional animation, her films have received more than 
100 awards worldwide. She is a member of the American Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
www.finta.si/animationSteakhouse

[part of LIVE PROGRAM ONLY]
2021 • Dir. Špela Čadež • Slovenia/Germany/France • 9:30



A collection of animated sketches from Rainbow Timothy’s 
sketchbook, 2017-2020.

After graduating with a BFA in Spatial Design from Unitec, 
Auckland, New Zealand in 2012, Rainbow Tim relocated to New 
York where he developed his Spatial Art and animation practice 
within a tight-knit experimental art scene in Brooklyn. His art shows 
led to commissions for animated music videos and content. Tim 
joined forces with his Circle Line Projects partners Ana Mouyis and 
Zachary Zezima to create many experimental animations.
www.rainbowtimothy.comEnjoying a Nice Life

2021 · Dir. Rainbow Timothy · USA · 4:46
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A hand-drawn sequential telling of human history in all its horror 
and glory, culminating in our next evolutionary leap. A look at the 
elusive beauty observed in our moving forward as a species despite 
our proclivity for destruction.

Theo Scott’s animated short “DoughButt” was commissioned 
and aired by BBC Channel 4. While continuing to work on short 
films, he has exhibited internationally and published cartoons in 
such publications as Britain’s Private Eye. Theo’s previous project 
used Machine Learning algorithms to create an experimental and 
unprecedented 3D animation for Gwil Sainsbury of Alt-J. 
www.theowscott.com

“Miserable me. Two planks are screwed on to my temples,” 
Franz thought. You can unscrew them, but stupid thoughts will 
immediately drag you into a dark abyss, right into the clutches of 
everlasting insomnia. 

David Babayan was born in 1966 in Yerevan (Armenia), in a family 
of artists. Art has always attracted him, and after graduating from 
the Yerevan State Linguistic University’s Department of Philology, 
he turned his hobby into a profession. An acclaimed screenwriter, 
actor, and composer, he has directed numerous music videos and 
written for television and film. 
www.artstepstudio.com / FB: @david.babayan.14

Cuties

Dream of Kafka

2021 · Dir. Theo W. Scott · UK · 5:14

2020 · Dir. David Babayan · Armenia · 8:04

When Mr. and Ms. Mendoza are murdered in strange circumstances, 
their family decides to hire the best private consultant in the city: 
Toni Clues. Will he be able to solve the mystery before time runs 
out?

Born in the eighties, Rubén Garcera studied Fine Arts at the 
University of San Carlos (Valencia). He has been professionally 
dedicated to stop-motion animation as animator/model-maker for 
six years, making both narrative and commercial work. He made 
99% of “Re-Animal” by himself. 
IG: @rugarso_animationRe-Animal

2021 · Dir. Rubén Garcera · Spain · 13:04



“Here I’m” is both a study of disorder-caliber anxiety and a 
chimerical, hyper-saturated four-movement video suite, in which 
ambiguous coyote narrators attempt to navigate frenetic, ever-
shifting psychic landscapes.

Wishbone Zoe is a multimedia artist working in Western Mass. 
Her compositions combine exploratory music, songs, animation, 
performance art, video, soft sculpture, drawings, poetry, and 
multimedia collage. She performs live both as a songwriter and as 
a performance artist. Wishbone animates and directs music videos 
and shreds for a band called EIEIEIO. 
www.wishbonezoe.com / IG: wishbone.zoe

A psychedelic journey through an imagined paradise; a paper 
city built of cheap models, lo-fi animation, and thousands 
of composited layers. The inhabitants of said city include 
Sonic Youth’s Bob Bert, Amanda Flowers, Troma’s Lloyd 
Kaufman, and more luminaries of NYC’s 21st underground.                                                                              
www.khloaris.com/thebathtub / IG: @khloaris 

Director of multiple art-damaged feature films, as well as the 
creative force of a multitude of musical projects, Dylan Mars 
Greenberg’s work was described by Paper Magazine as situated: 
“Somewhere between the faded pastels and grainy VHS footage of 
the ‘80s and the neo-Dada internet iconoclasm of today...”

Set sometime in the future, the human/robot apocalypse can be a 
drag. To keep spirits high in an underground bunker, one military 
robot, Mother, begins to self-express and performs in human drag 
for the robot army.

George Metaxas was born in Sydney, and both worked and 
studied in Architecture before coming to the US to earn his 
Masters in Experimental Animation at CalArts. He’s worked in the 
world of stop-motion animation for the past 8 years, including on 
projects for Disney, Nickelodeon, MTV, Cartoon Network and Paul 
McCartney. His shorts have screened at festivals worldwide. 
IG: @metaxasssss

Here I’m

The Bathtub

Mother Bunker

2021 · Dir. Wishbone Zoe · USA · 9:06

2021 · Dir. George Metaxas · Australia/USA · 4:48

2020 · Dir. Dylan Mars Greenberg · USA · 15:00

Face recognition failure. Deadbeat Igor-503 evades the cops’ 
detectors during a night of wild drinking.

Martinus Klemet is an animation director hailing from Estonia. He 
studied fine art and animation at the Estonian Academy of Arts. 
His animated short films have been screened around the world. He 
has directed music videos, commercials, infomercials, and made 
commissioned work for museums. He has been invited to speak 
about his work in Estonia, Australia, Kosovo, and Mexico and has 
mentored animation students at the Estonian Academy of Arts.
www.martinusklemet.com / IG: @martinusklemetFace Recognition

2021 · Dir. Martinus Klemet · Estonia · 6:45
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A short opera inspired by Aesop’s fable “The Fighting Cocks and the 
Eagle.”

Kata Gugic (b. 1990) graduated in fashion design from the Faculty 
of Textile Technology, and in animation and new media from 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb. She works in the fields of 
animation, set design, and costume design.

Cockpera 
[part of LIVE PROGRAM ONLY]
2020 · Dir. Kata Gugic · Croatia · 4:27

Set in a world not unlike mid-20th century America, “The Vandal” 
centers on Harold, whose tormented search for peace from 
traumatic loss results in an unexpectedly destructive awakening 
after he undergoes a lobotomy. When the procedure “turns his mind 
inside out” and his great love is suddenly gone, Harold’s desperate 
search intensifies. Presented by Darren Aronofsky.

Unconfined by genre, filmmaker Eddie Alcazar’s multi-technique 
approach to visual storytelling is an exploration of undiscovered 
cinematic territories via an intensively layered process he calls 
“meta-scope” to achieve the final effect. Alcazar’s next project is 
the feature film Star, executive produced by Steven Soderbergh. 

The Vandal
2021 · Dir. Eddie Alcazar · USA · 15:35

In a heavily polluted world, a young woman mourns the 
disappearance of animal species. When she falls ill due to a 
bacterial infection, nature appears to send her a message in her 
hallucinations.

Arjan Brentjes started his career as a painter and switched to 
moving images in 2008. Since 2010, he has been making short films, 
most recently working in animation. 
www.arjanbrentjes.nl/

Sad Beauty
2020 · Dir. Arjan Brentjes · The Netherlands · 9:50

A film about the filmmaker’s fears of his own creative tools, fake 
affection, betrayal, abstract imagination, and the cycle of fear. 
Animated with watercolor on paper, the creative tools symbolized 
by a “hand” take on a journey of hurting and getting hurt.

Will Kim was born in Los Angeles and grew up in both L.A. and 
Seoul, Korea. He graduated from CalArts with a BFA and UCLA with 
an MFA. Will’s work has been shown at international film festivals 
and museums. He lives and works in Los Angeles and teaches 
animation at Riverside City College in California. 
www.willkim.netColorful Fears

2020 · Dir. Will Kim · USA · 3:00



At a small Breton village market in 1900, Marie sells crepes laced 
with a mother’s milk, and her recipe is all the rage. One day, Marie 
runs out of milk, but the villagers will not be denied a dish they 
crave, so they are about to put her through an ordeal. 

French director Arnold de Parscau first gained notice for his 
video of the David Lynch song “Good Day Today.” Along with 
several shorts, music videos, and commercials, he has directed two 
feature films, Ablations and Une Barque sur l’Océan, and is currently 
preparing his third. 
www.arnolddeparscau.com

In a land without light, the sudden appearance of a strange, 
illuminated object causes a stir among the inhabitants. This puppet 
animation tells a peculiar parable about the shortcomings of human 
behavior.

Christoph Lauenstein specializes in handmade animation. 
Together with his twin brother Wolfgang Lauenstein, he won an 
Academy Award for the animated short “Balance.” In Hamburg, 
Germany, they produce stop-motion films and also write and direct 
CGI feature films. 
www.lauenstein-brothers.com / IG: @lauensteinbrothers

A film about the moment of change: a blissful moment when we get 
a chance to see ourselves from the outside in. 

Jorge G. Camarena is a writer/director born in Guadalajara, 
Mexico, and currently based in L.A. He holds an MFA as a Directing 
Fellow in the AFI Conservatory and is a BAFTA Newcomers talent. 
His work has been reviewed by Rolling Stone, Directors Notes, 
Remezcla, Fubiz and VICE, and has been nominated for Best 
Video at the Latin Grammys, for the MTV Video Awards, and has 
been screened at Camerimage, Morelia Film Festival, Atlanta Film 
Festival, and Short Film Corner Cannes. IG: @jorgegcamarena
www.jorgegcamarena.com / www.kadrikoop.com

During the global pandemic, a Chinese essential worker escapes 
his mundane life for a few moments each day as he gets his 
temperature checked by the woman at the grocery store entrance. 

Rongfei Guo, an award-winning Chinese director and scriptwriter, 
graduated from New York University where she majored in 
documentary filmmaking. She was a Student Academy Award 
winner in 2016. Her films have been selected for over 50 
international film festivals. Her latest film was the best short 
narrative winner at Tribeca Film Festival. 
IG: @rongfei0407

La Nourrice (The Wet Nurse)

People in Motion

Spin

Girl With a Thermal Gun

2021 · Dir. Arnold de Parscau · France · 15:54

2021 · Dir. Christoph Lauenstein · Germany · 8:27

2019 · Dir. Jorge G. Camarena · USA · 7:12

2021 · Dir. Rongfei Guo · China · 11:48



The title says it all! 

Minneapolis based Anthony Cousins has directed festival favorites 
“When Susurrus Stirs” and “The Bloody Ballad of Squirt Reynolds”. 
He directed a segment for the Shudder original Scare Package and 
is in post-production on his first feature.

Every Time We Meet for Ice Cream Your Whole Fucking Face Explodes
2021 · Dir. Anthony Cousins · UK · 13:00
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A surreal comedy noir about a young woman who begins to wake up 
to her life after a chance encounter with Death.

Alice Trueman is an award-winning writer and director and a 
member of the BFI NETWORK and BAFTA Crew. Her short films 
have been selected for festivals around the world, including BFI 
Flare Festival, Raindance Film Festival, and the Tribeca N.O.W. 
Creators market, and her plays have been produced at professional 
theaters around the U.K. with funding from Art Council England. 
www.alice-trueman.com / IG: @alice_trueman

A gymnastics coach must deal with a man who has taken an interest 
in the young girls she coaches. The man makes a bold move and the 
coach responds with an even bolder one.

David Mikalson is a writer and director located in Los Angeles, CA. 
He’s a Scorpio sun, Aries moon, Aries rising. 
IG: @david_mikalson

The Cost of Living

Stuck

2021 · Dir. Alice Trueman · UK · 13:00

2020 · Dir. David Mikalson · USA · 13:51

A working everyman physically trapped in a white void cubicle 
executes a droning routine that evolves into a mini audiovisual 
symphony of stasis as both imprisonment and liberation.

Stefano Ianne is a composer, multi-instrumentalist, inventor, 
and music therapist with 16 albums to his credit. His music and 
soundtracks are heard regularly on SKY Arts, RAI International, and 
RAI Radio. He has collaborated with Trilok Gurtu, Mario Marzi, Terl 
Bryant, Nick Beggs, Ricky Portera, Rolf Hind, Romano Mussolini, 
Irio De Paula, Ettore Lombardi, Arthur Miles, Placido Salamone, 
UTGandhi, John De Leo, Aram Ghasemy, and Liam McKahey.Office

2020 · Dir. Salvatore Scaduto / Music & 
Performance: Stefano Ianne · Italy/Spain · 22:01



A hypnotic tale of witchcraft positivity and the spirits inhabiting 
the wild wilderness. Purposefully shot, sans permits, in many of the 
same northern Manhattan wilderness locations utilized by Maya 
Deren. www.khloaris.com/holywound / IG: @khloaris

Josafat Concepcion is a native of the Canary Islands, who currently 
resides in the Bronx borough of New York City. He’s a devoted 
writer, director and devourer of experimental film and horror film. 
He is the former head of PR for Troma Entertainment and now 
frequently collaborates with KHLOARIS Productions.

Holy Wound
2021 · Dir. Josafat Concepcion · USA · 14:16

“I’ve Been Afraid” is about being afraid of threats and aggression, 
big and small fears, and the violence against women that permeates 
our society.

Cecelia Condit is currently living between Milwaukee and New 
York City. She is professor emerita in the Department of Film, 
Video, Animation, and New Genres at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. 
www.ceceliacondit.com

A transcendental fable.

Born in Venezuela but raised in New York, where he currently lives, 
Martin Del Carpio is an artist marked by experimentation, the 
search of new concepts, sounds, and visuals, by a fascination with 
the journey that art takes us on. Martin’s desire to bend the rules 
and explore reached a peak in recent years with his creative works. 
Aside from music, Martin has worked on numerous experimental 
film projects of his own such as “Auricular Confession,” “Mother’s 
Milk,” “I...dreaming,” and “LOS.” 
www.vimeo.com/martindelcarpio / IG: @martin_del_carpio

I’ve Been Afraid

The Dark Forest

2020 · Dir. Cecelia Condit · USA/Mexico · 6:40

2021 · Dir. Martin Del Carpio · USA · 9:23

A meditation on what it feels like to both belong and not belong 
within a community. The voiced narration explores issues of mental 
health, in relation to hallucinations, dreams, addictions, and family 
entanglements. Who we are is shaped by the past. 

Michael Covello and Elizabeth Schneider are a collaborative duo 
working in animation and trans-disciplinary drawing and painting. 
Their work explores ideas about interconnectivity through multi-
dimensional narratives. Their layered storytelling is universal, but 
also extremely personal, pulling from both autobiographical and 
found source material. 
www.candleflyfilms.com

Disappearing Pathways
2020 · Dir. Michael Covello · USA · 12:41
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In San Francisco, many years after his hideous crimes, the fiendish 
water creature Vodník emerges from Czech folklore to recount his 
beguiling tale.

Emma Penaz Eisner is an independent filmmaker and visual artist 
from San Francisco now living in Los Angeles. She has created 
short films and moving-image art that have screened worldwide 
in galleries and in hundreds of international film festivals. Earning 
more than 60 awards, her work is in experimental filmmaking, live 
action combined with animation, digital and analogue photography, 
and stop-motion animation. 
www.filmfreeway.com/EmmaPenazEisner
Twitter: @penazeisnerfilm

Vodník Many Years After the 
Rainstorm
2021 · Dir. Emma Penaz Eisner · USA · 5:58

Mary is laid out at the morgue. Although dead, she’s still conscious 
and contemplating her past and the relationship with her lover. The 
warden gazes at her body and explores the connection between her 
body and her name.

Christina Ruloff is a London Film School graduate based in Zurich. 
Her shorts “Sleepaway” (a mockumentary) and “Olowe and I” (a 
documentary) were shown at festivals around the world. “The Body 
and the Name” is her second collaboration with iconic playwright 
and poet Howard Barker. 
www.christinaruloff.comThe Body and the Name

2020 · Dir. Christina Ruloff · Switzerland · 13:27

A film of Wallace Stevens’ poem, “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a 
Blackbird,” aiming to capture some of its startling images, using 
whatever crazy means were necessary to create a flight of fancy 
that exceeds rational explanation.

Pam Falkenberg and Jack Cochran met in graduate school when 
they were young. After pursuing independent careers, they reunited 
in 2014 and now make films together under the name Outlier 
Moving Pictures, striving to live up to that name by making poetic 
and technically innovative work about life, love, landscapes, social 
justice, and the environment. 
www.outliermovingpictures.com / IG: @outliermovingpictures

A woman questions the nature of what it is to be alive and human, 
conscious or man-made. While questioning her complex co-
dependence on technology, she explores the earth and its pathways, 
all the while dragging electrical cords behind her.

Cecelia Condit’s “feminist fairy tales” focus on friendships, the 
fragility of existence, and the natural world. Exploring the dark side 
of female subjectivity, her videos try to put a subversive spin on 
the traditional mythology of women in film and the psychology of 
sexuality, violence, and independence. 
www.ceceliacondit.com

Thirteen Ways of Looking at a 
Blackbird

AI and I

2020 · Dirs. Pamela Falkenberg & Jack 
Cochran · USA · 7:58

2021 · Dir. Cecelia Condit · USA · 7:05



Holy Wound · 2021 · Dir. Josafat Concepcion · USA · 14:16

Disappearing Pathways · 2020 · Dir. Michael Covello · USA · 12:41

A hole is nothing but what remains around it.

Masha Ko is a Russian filmmaker and butoh artist. Beautification 
of her trauma has been her way of coping with it and life’s many 
complexities. Film is just one of the outlets through which she does 
that.

(w)hole
2021 · Dir. Masha Ko · USA · 2:38

Polaris is trapped in an underwater cocoon, and the ocean around 
her is dead. So falling in love with this traveller, is it really such a 
good idea?

Writer/director Mel Piper has a passion for poetic genre content 
and strong female characters. According to BlueCat, her work 
covers “terrain much too often neglected in contemporary film.” 
Operetta-fed by Silesian grandparents, she grew up in a German 
fairytale forest, studied drama in New York City, film studies in 
London, and never returned home. 
www.atticocean.com / Twitter & IG: @_melpiperShadow Players

2021 · Dir. Mel Piper · Germany · 19:30
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A fictitious account of the world’s first stop-motion animated film. 
Dating from 1901 and only discovered in 2021, as Chile institutes 
an authoritarian constitution, the footage documents a ritual 
performed by a girl who appears to use human corpses. 

Cristóbal León and Joaquín Cociña are a Chilean artistic duo best 
known for their first feature film La Casa Lobo, which premiered 
at the Berlin Film Festival, took the Best Film Award at the Annecy 
Film Festival, and was named among the 10 best animated films in 
history by IGN. In 2021, León and Cociña were listed among Variety’s 
10 Animators to Watch. 
@loshuesos.shortfilm

Night falls on the wasteland. Esther tries to save her son César, 
who has been attacked by a creature of the night. But the boy 
disappears, and Esther goes in search of him with her hunting dogs 
and her crossbow.

Dídac Gimeno has worked as a veterinarian anesthesiologist 
specializing in exotic animals. He studied Film Directing at and 
graduated from ECAM (filmmaking school of Madrid). He has 
directed the shorts “Oscillation” (2014) and “Saturn Through the 
Telescope” (2018), which have been selected for international 
festivals and won numerous awards. Currently, he is working on his 
first feature film, Las Mantis.

In a dreamlike world, mythological gods, demons, and ghosts 
coexist and confront each other alongside children and old people 
subsisting on the brink of death, in the mines of a hostile desert 
region in the north of Mexico. 

Juan J Medina (b. 1974 in Mexico) graduated from the School of 
Plastic Arts of the University of Guadalajara. His work on “The 
Eighth Day, Creation,” “Cages,” and “Zimbo” has earned him 
several international awards. He has garnered four Arieles awards 
from the Mexican Academy of Arts and Film Sciences. 
www.outikanimation.mx / IG: @outikanimation

Four boys survive on the seedy night streets of St Kilda’s red-light 
district in Australia in the 1980s. Based on true events.

Tatiana Doroshenko’s work has been seen by audiences in 
Australia, Europe, and North America and has screened at 
HollyShorts, EMAF, VAD Spain, Transmediale Berlin, and the 
Santiago Biennale. In 2006, she wrote and co-produced a Tropfest 
finalist short. A number of her short scripts have done well in local 
and international competitions, and the co-written screenplay for 
“Amissa Anima” was shortlisted for script awards in Australia, 
USA, and Mexico. 
www.amissaanimafilm.com / FB & IG: @tatiana.doroshenko

Los Huesos

El sueño de los perros 
(The sleep of the dogs) 

Tío

Amissa Anima

2021 · Dir. Cristóbal León and Joaquín Cociña · Chile 
· 14:22

2021 · Dir. Dídac Gimeno · Spain · 12:00

2021 · Dir. Juan Medina · Mexico · 12:40

2021 · Dir. Tatiana Doroshenko · Australia · 15:20



Lucia, a young animal-rights activist, invites her new boyfriend 
to a family dinner. What began as an ordinary date will finish as a 
particularly bloody menu of her vegan family.

Javier Méndez (b. 1999 in Barcelona) pursued a cinematography 
degree at ESCAC (Spain). In his third year, he wrote and directed 
“Meat the Family,” a dark comedy about cannibalistic vegans. 
IG: @jaavii_mendez

In the near future, a group of survivors are convinced that an 
inhumane sacrifice is necessary in order to survive.

Kjersti Helen Rasmussen has written several shorts and feature 
films, since she graduated from The Danish Film School in 2002. She 
has directed the short film “Voyager” (2018) and “Tropaion” (2021), 
and is currently working on her feature film debut The Nightmare 
(2022).
FB: @HandmadeFilmsInNorwegianWoods

A modern couple hires the services of a company to educate their 
8-year-old son, however the results are not what they would have 
expected.

Silvia Conesa is an actress, director, and screenwriter. She studied 
screenwriting at the Madrid Film Institute and received a Masters 
Degree in Film Directing at ESCAC. She has written and directed the 
short films “Evströnger,” “Polvotron 500,” and “Hamelin.”
www.silviaconesa.com / IG: conesa.silvia

Inseparable sisters Henriette and Anais find their relationship and 
lives being torn apart under mysterious circumstances.

Kevin Vu is a writer and filmmaker from Southern California, 
currently based in Brooklyn, New York. His thesis film “Perfect As 
Cats,” with which he graduated from NYU Tisch School of the Arts, 
premiered at the 68th San Sebastián International Film Festival. He 
is currently in development for his first feature film. 
www.kevinvu.net / IG: @kevvu

Meat the Family

Tropaion

Hamelin

Perfect as Cats

2020 · Dir. Javier Méndez · Spain · 9:30

2021 · Dir. Kjersti Helen Rasmussen · Norway · 11:30

2021 · Silvia Conesa · Spain · 9:47

2020 · Dir. Kevin Vu · USA · 17:47
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A father-son-AI relationship triangle goes from weird to murderous.

Thorsten Fleisch, born in 1972 in Koblenz, Germany, made his first 
film experiments with his dad’s Super 8 camera while still in school. 
He studied experimental film with Peter Kubelka at the Städelschule 
in Frankfurt, Germany. 
www.fleischfilm.com

A closeted gay man copes with his demons of conversion therapy by 
murdering unsuspecting gay men.

Matthew Lynn’s focus has been on creating worlds that inspire 
the imagination. He created the production company Bridge the 
Divide Media to tell LGBT stories on a larger scale. His work has 
been accepted into Cannes, Tribeca, Frameline, and Outfest and has 
received both Gotham and Queerty award nominations. 
www.MatthewLynnVisuals.com / IG; @mattlynncinema

“What’s that stink coming off you?” - “Corpses.”                 
“Corpses?...Are you joking?” - “Nope, check it out for yourself.”

Léo Dazin is a director and producer living in Brittany, France.

When a serial killer steps into the darkness of your mind, reality can 
be confusing, altered, and chilling. Even more so when his victims 
announce a terrible omen.

Gabriel Pandule earned degrees in Audiovisual Communication 
and Audiovisual Production (ORT University, Uruguay). He attended 
Camera Assistant Workshops, Film & Digital (Uruguay Campus 
Film), and Photography Direction Workshop (Uruguay Campus 
Film).  
@cortometraje_hobby_2021

Deep Learning Death

The Things We Do 
When We’re Alone

Le petit tailleur (The Little Tailor)

Hobby

2021 · Dir. Thorsten Fleisch · Germany/France · 15:30

2020 · Dir. Matthew Lynn · USA · 10:58

2021 · Dir. Léo Dazin · France · 17:18

2021 · Dir. Gabriel Pandule · Uruguay · 21:00



The story of a man who has decided to turn his hotel into a 
laboratory for personal fantasies. Behind each door, in the intimacy 
of crossed paths in the middle of the night, scenes play out before 
his prying eyes. He is the only one to see what is taboo in the light of 
his fantasies. Unless…

Arthur Delaire is a French director, musician, author, and 
composer. In 2015, he co-directed his first feature film, Paris- 
Willouby. In 2017, he co-founded the production company TAKT.  
Edouard de Luze is a French author and director. After directing 
documentaries about raw materials in Africa, he co-founded TAKT. 
He is currently working on a contemporary art documentary. 

Finding out an inventory discrepancy in his stocktaking, a clerk 
takes a special control procedure.

Dae Han Lee drew comics during childhood, and in high school 
Stanley Kubrick’s films triggered in him a fascination with film, 
which became his major in college. Having directed music videos
and also continuing film productions, he has received awards in 
multiple film festivals.
www.zaqsalfilms.creatorlink.net
www.cherryjavelin.creatorlink.net 
IG: @cherryjavelin

Voyeur(s)

The Warehouse (Online only)

2020 · Dirs. Arthur Delaire & Edouard de Luze · 
France · 29:56

2021 · Dir. Dae Han Lee · Republic of Korea · 18:11

Hobby · 2021 · Dir. Gabriel Pandule · Uruguay · 21:00 The Things We Do When We’re Alone · 2020 · Dir. Matthew Lynn 
· USA · 10:58
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Fifty-year-old Barry is a special kind of cleaner: he cleans crime 
scenes where demons have wreaked havoc. While a film is being 
made about his job, what starts out as a normal working day for 
Barry soon gets out of hand in a very bloody way.

Jan van Gorkum (b. 1983) is a filmmaker and writer. He has written 
and directed several award-winning short films, which have been 
screened at a large number of festivals around the world. He finds 
it interesting to combine genres in his films, but has a soft spot for 
dark humor, horror, fantasy and thriller.  
www.shinynewworld.com

Alone in the wilderness, a woman must find a way to survive after 
discovering that her head has been encased in cement.

Sonia and Miriam Albert-Sobrino (known as the Also Sisters) 
left their native Spain in 2011 to pursue filmmaking in the United 
States. They have directed a number of films which became official 
selections at major film festivals such as Sitges, Edinburgh, 
Raindance, Cinespaña, and Chicago Underground. 
www.alsosisters.com / IG: @alsosisters

A dreamy Tinder hookup. Two tango aficionados meet for the first 
time, in what turns out to be a hell of a date!

After flying for Mexicana Airlines and globetrotting to the 5 
continents, Cecilia Robles studied film, literature, and acting in 5 
different countries. She is fluent in 5 languages and has graduated 
from 5 universities (CUEC, SORBONNE, UMA, UCLA, and IIN). She 
runs two Youtube channels about holistic health. Dog Lover. Big 
time. 
www.tinder-tango.com

When a bleeding-heart vegan and her pragmatic roommate’s rodent 
infestation gets out of control, they find themselves at odds in their 
choice of methods that are inhumane yet effective.

A.K. Espada is a genre writer, director, and production designer 
who seeks to tell modern fables through urban fantasy, drama, 
and dark comedy. Recent accolades include an Audience Award at 
Brooklyn Horror Film Festival for her short “This Is Our Home” and 
The Future of Film Is Female grant for her film “I Could Just Die, and 
That Would Be All Right.” 
www.akespada.com / IG: @akespada

Shiny New World

Face Not Recognized. Try Again

Tinder Tango

This Is Our Home

2021 · Dir. Jan van Gorkum · The Netherlands · 8:42

2021 · Dirs. Also Sisters · Spain/USA · 9:00

2021 · Dir. Cecilia Robles · USA/Mexico · 6:47

2021 · Dir. A.K. Espada · USA · 13:19



Anna’s a young cannibal who thinks she has it all figured out, but in 
a chance encounter, she ends up falling in love with a janitor. Forced 
to choose between her love of human flesh and this new romance, 
Anna thinks she can put eating people behind her, but a determined 
conspiracy theorist won’t let her get away so easily.

Jack Rooney is a filmmaker and musician with a penchant for the 
outlandish and ridiculous, recently graduated from Clark University 
with a degree in Screen Studies. He gravitates towards comedy, 
musical, and horror, and adores music videos.

Maneater!
2021 · Dir. Jack Rooney · USA · 23:35

A suicidal girl’s life changes when she encounters a man-sized 
Furby. This surreal daymare comedy explores themes of grief, 
loyalty, and greed, set against the picturesque backdrop of rural 
northern Connecticut.

Magic Society Pictures specialize in genre film, television and 
immersive art.
www.magicsocietypictures.com

A self-involved pedestrian accidentally angers a sinister street 
mime, and pays a heavy price.

Gavin Williams’ debut feature as a screenwriter, Await Further 
Instructions, was a New York Times Critic’s Pick and is available 
on Netflix. Mark Lediard has 20 years experience directing 
commercials, promos, and shorts. In 2017, they established Feature 
Creep Films. Their most recent short, “Behind You” (shot during 
lockdown), played at Frightfest, Screamfest LA, and the Sitges 
Fantastic Film Festival in autumn 2021. 
www.featurecreepfilms.com / www.marklediard.com 
www.gavinwilliams.info

Sexy Furby

The Mime

2021 · Nicole Daddona & Adam Wilder · USA · 14:00

2020 · Dirs. Gavin Williams & Mark Lediard · UK · 
2:13

A soldier of uncertain provenance stumbles through a vast, 
desolate landscape, attempting to outrun the evil he’s done. Fearing 
judgment in the afterlife, he yearns for immortality – and stumbles 
upon a talking rock which promises him exactly that. But as always 
with these bargains, there’s a catch . . .

Eron Sheean is a writer / director from Melbourne, Australia. His 
short films have screened and won prizes at international festivals 
including Sundance, Berlin, Telluride, and Rotterdam. He made his 
feature debut with the critically acclaimed Errors of the Human Body 
(2013), released theatrically in the US through IFC films. 
www.eronsheean.com

Rock of Ages
2021 · Dir. Eron Sheean · Iceland / France · 15:40
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An in-depth technical analysis on fruit.

Ivan Li is a teacher’s nightmare. 
www.ivanivan.ca

Romy and Laure move in together with their friend Elisa and Titi, 
her curious cat. One day, a shiny new butt plug mysteriously 
appears at their door. Its sexual power may be dangerous – will they 
be able to resist its extraordinary appeal?

Romy Alizée is a French-Greek photographer, actress, and director. 
www.romyalizee.fr / IG: @romixalizee 
Laure Giappiconi is a French actress, director, and author. 
IG: @lauregiappiconi

Once upon a time, there was a girl in the city. Past, present, future. 
Dogs everywhere. Love. Nothingness. Life goes by, and cans remain 
on the ground.

Mathi Mathos was born in 1987 and is a sagittarius. She does 
drawing, scrap metal, painting, and a lot more. Charlie Mars was 
born in 1980 and is an aries. He does directing, editing, animation, 
and a lot more. 
www.charlie-mars.com / IG: @charlimars - @mathi.mathos

Can one f*ck to an irregular beat? Three futuristic, absurdist love 
scenes depict sex as dance as comedy, enacted by real life couples, 
whose every explicit move is synchronized to the propulsive, 
unpredictable score ranging from progressive rock to trap to math 
metal.

Michael Portnoy is a New York-based multimedia artist with a 
background in dance and experimental comedy. His performance-
based work in a variety of media (film, participatory installations, 
theater, sculpture, writing, painting, and curation) has been 
presented internationally in museums, art galleries, film festivals, 
and theaters. 
www.strangergames.com

Fruit

Romy & Laure... et Le Mystère du 
Plug Enchanté

Les Chiens (The Dogs)

Progressive Touch

2020 · Dir. Ivan Li · Canada · 3:25

2021 · Dirs. Romy Alizée & 
Laure Giappiconi · France 
· 12:00

2021 · Dirs. Mathi Mathos & Charlie Mars · France 
· 12:13

2020 · Dir. Michael Portnoy · Austria / Netherlands 
· 12:49



A soothing, symmetrical, rhythmic rhapsody.

Neil Needleman was born in Brooklyn, New York, toward the middle 
of the last century and began creating work with moving images 
shortly after that. He is still exploring new ways (and old ways) of 
making images that, hopefully, are moving. 
www.needlemanart.com

Asmodeus: the worst of demons or the king of earthly spirits? Or 
a manifestation of lust? In this movie ritual, loaded with occult 
imagery, Falardeau plays a man who conjures up three different 
woman-like incarnations of the lustful demon.

Éric Falardeau has written and directed short films, music videos, 
the cult horror feature Thanatomorphose (2012), and the “adults 
only” pornographic-horror movie The Thing from the Lake (2019). He 
has guest-curated exhibitions at the Cinémathèque québécoise and 
published volumes on the history of special effects in Quebec and 
on gore. He is currently working on his second feature film. 
www.ericfalardeau.com

Christopher Zeischegg’s last novel/photo book is the subject 
explored in this documentary by director Matthew Kaundart, 
photographer Gina Canavan, and producer Luka Fisher.

Matthew Kaundart is a graduate of the USC School of Cinematic 
Arts, focused on creating character-driven, nuance-rich stories for 
both film and television. 
www.matthewkaundart / www.christopherzeischegg.com

A melodic and meditative exploration of the joys of the fist.

Romy Alizée is a French-Greek photographer, actress, and director 
living in Paris. 
@omixalizee

Pendulums

Asmodeus

The Magician

FIST

2021 · Dir. Neil Needleman · USA · 5:52

2021 · Dir. Éric Falardeau · Canada · 10:30

2019 · Dir. Matthew Kaundart · USA · 7:51

2021 · Dir. Romy Alizée · France · 3:00



“My hope is that the Muse of Cinema will proclaim her 
nobility and teach how to make distinctions in the lazy 
mechanism of distribution. The muses should always be 
painted in an attitude of expectancy. The role is to wait: to 
wait for works to reach minds, in the long term, so that they 
eventually accede to a royal throne after they have caused 
outrage - that is to say, when they have changed the rules of 
the game.

- Jean Cocteau from The Art of Cinema, a collection of his 
writings on film, translated by Robin Buss

 Le testament d’Orphée (1959), Jean Cocteau
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The uncensored director’s cut of the documentary that explores 
a long-practiced erotic fetish from the point of view of a gay 
millennial who expresses it as performance art.

Henry Baker has received awards for his commercial and 
experimental videos. This is his first documentary. He resides with 
his husband in Washington, DC. 
Twitter: @2019_off

The breath of the machine fills the air, where the singing can flow. 
Nina stands in front of the wiggling robot. The soft bodies measure 
up themselves, sometimes harmonize. The breaths dilate the 
organs, which swell and fold, transmute the synthetic movement 
into vital impetus and the vulva into mouth, which inflates until it 
spreads.

Cindy Coutant is a French artist, researcher, and editor whose work 
mainly questions the desire of the living to connect with beings 
and things, coevolution between species or techno-species, and 
the human need to manage and attach a meaning to the incoming 
information of the world.

Piss Off X

Nina and the Robots
(Online only)

2021 · Dir. Henry Baker · USA · 19:57

2020 · Dir. Cindy Coutant · France · 18:49



HIGHWAYS is Southern California’s boldest incubator for 
new performance, visual art, film, and new media. In its 33rd 
year, Highways continues to be an important alternative 
cultural organization in Los Angeles that encourages fierce 
new artists from diverse communities to develop and present 
innovative works.
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